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ABSTRACT
Using Quasi-Elastic Events to Measure Neutrino Oscillations
with MINOS Detectors in the NuMI Neutrino Beam. (May 2010)
Masaki Watabe, B.S., Drexel University;
M.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Robert C. Webb
MINOS (Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search) experiment has been de-
signed to search for a change in the flavor composition of a beam of muon neutrinos
as they travel between the Near Detector at Fermi National Accelerator Labora-
tory and the Far Detector in the Soudan mine in Minnesota, 735 km from the tar-
get. The MINOS oscillation analysis is mainly performed with the charged current
(CC) events and sensitive to constrain high-∆m2 values. However, the quasi-elastic
(QEL) charged current interaction is dominant in the energy region important to
access low-∆m2 values. For further improvement, the QEL oscillation analysis is per-
formed in this dissertation. A data sample based on a total of 2.50 × 1020 POT
is used for this analysis. In summary, 55 QEL-like events are observed at the
Far detector while 87.06 ± 13.17 (syst.) events are expected with null oscillation
hypothesis. These data are consistent with νµ disappearance via oscillation with
∆m2 = 2.10 ± 0.37 (stat.) ± 0.24 (syst.) eV2 and the maximal mixing angle.
iv
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Discovering a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) is one of the ultimate goals of particle
physics to unify three fundamental forces (electromagnetic, strong and weak) into
single force field. The current best theory of particle physics is well described by
the Standard Model (SM). It is a gauge theory of quarks and leptons mediated by
the strong and electroweak forces with the gauge group of SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y.
The strong interaction is a nuclear theory of the strong force mediated through gluons
among quarks to form protons and neutrons. It is governed by color symmetry of
SU(3)C. Similarly the electroweak interaction is a unified theory of weak force and
electromagnetism mediated through W±, Z0 and γ gauge bosons. Electroweak unifi-
cation occurs at a scale of 100 GeV under the Higgs mechanism that spontaneously
breaks the symmetry of SU(2)L × U(1)Y group into U(1)Q=Y/2+I3 group, where Y
and I3 are weak hypercharge and isospin generators respectively. The SM describes
the nature of low energy physics very well, but it is only an approximate theory of
the GUT in a limit of zero neutrino mass and proton’s infinite life time. The pri-
mary interest in GUT theories is to search for the physical processes that violate the
assumptions made in the SM.
Baryon and lepton numbers are the conserved quantities in the SM. They are
preserved under the assumptions that a proton is stable to radioactive decay and
a neutrino has no mass. However, GUTs allow the physical processes that violate
either one or both of these quantum numbers. Grand unification is estimated to
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2occur in a scale of 1016 GeV under the mechanism that spontaneously breaks the
grand unified group G into the SM gauge group.1 The grand unified force is mediated
through extremely heavy gauge X and Y bosons that transforms quarks into leptons.
Exchanging those heavy bosons can violate those quantum numbers. For example,
the minimal SU(5) GUT model predicts the lifetime of the proton when it decays into
e+pi0 to be less than 1032 yrs if a quark transforms into a positron mediated by X
gauge boson. A proton is the lightest baryon and can not decay into lighter baryons.
It carries +1 baryon number, but the positron and neutral pions have no baryon
number. Thus total baryon number is not conserved in this decay mode. At this
time, no evidence of proton decay has been found in Super-Kamiokande experiment
[1, 2, 3]. The current lower limit is at 1033 yrs at 90 % C.L.
In 1972, M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa were inspired by N. Cabibbo’s theory
of light quark mixing and proposed new theory of quark decay mixing with three
generations of six quarks [4, 5, 6]. In their framework, CP violation appears quite
naturally and the mixture of flavor and mass quantum states of quarks are represented
in the 3 × 3 matrix known as CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) mixing matrix.
This mixture is only present when quarks are massive. Details of the CKM framework
were confirmed at BaBar and Belle experiments in the USA and Japan [7, 8]. Unlike
the quark sector, the CP violation disappears in the lepton sector and the flavor and
mass quantum states of leptons are identical under the assumption that a neutrino
has no mass. Leptonic mixing matrix is just unity and a charged lepton can only
couple to its own neutrino. However, when the neutrino has mass, the GUTs should
allow the leptonic quantum mixture and CP violation into a new quantum framework.
1The GUT scale is 14 orders of magnitude larger than the electroweak unification
scale. It is known as gauge hierarchy problem. Supersymmetry is one of the popular
theories to resolve the problem.
3The SM is only an approximate theory of the GUT if a neutrino has mass and
the baryon and lepton numbers are not conserved. Current particle physics studies
are motivated by searching for new physics beyond these limits. In 1998, the Super-
Kamiokande collaboration in Japan discovered strong evidence of neutrino mass in
atmospheric neutrino oscillation sector, which implies that the quantum mixing and
CP violation are present in the lepton sector. Currently many neutrino experiments
are operating in the world. They are designed to measure absolute and relative scales
of neutrino mass and all matrix elements of lepton mixing. The NuMI-MINOS exper-
iment is one of the neutrino oscillation experiments at Fermi Accelerator Laboratory
(Fermilab) in the USA and has been specially designed to measure relative neutrino
mass difference and mixing in the atmospheric neutrino sector. The first MINOS
oscillation analysis was performed using charged current (CC) events [9] and sensi-
tive to constrain high-∆m2 values. However, the quasi-elastic (QEL) charged current
interaction is dominant in the energy region important to access low-∆m2 values. For
further improvement, the QEL oscillation analysis is presented in this dissertation.
4CHAPTER II
MASSIVE NEUTRINOS
The SM has been extremely successful in explaining various low energy processes
involving neutrino interactions. The SM is basically governed by the conservation
of the left and right handed helicity states for the charged leptons (e, µ, τ) and the
quarks (u, d, s, c, t, b). The helicity states are reversible by changing frames of refer-
ence if particles have mass. Left handed particles can convert into right handed ones
by changing the frame of reference and vice versa. If particles have mass, then the
solutions of Dirac equation are mixed with right and left handed functions. For exam-
ple, assume that an electron moves along the +z-direction in our frame of reference.
The z-component of its spin is −1/2. Thus, its momentum and spin are anti-parallel
so that the electron is denoted as left handed (LH). However, the electron moves in
the −z-direction if the observers run faster than the electron in the z-direction. The
momentum and spin are parallel hence the ones in the faster frame observe the right
handed electron (RH). Therefore, the helicity is reversible if the particle is massive.
On the other hand, if particles are massless, then they can only travel at the speed
of light and the helicity states are not reversible. Only left handed helicity state of
the neutrino would be present, which means that the helicity states for neutrinos are
purely left handed when they are massless. Conversely the helicity of anti-neutrinos
are purely right handed as confirmed by G. Backenstoss and M. Bardon [10, 11]. Thus
the nature of low energy scale is well described in the SM by taking a relativistic limit
for neutrino mass.
5A. Fundamental Properties
Introducing a massive neutrino is theoretically one of the simplest ways to extend
the SM [12]. It doesn’t require any theoretical assumptions such as supersymmetry,
extra dimensions etc. How is it possible for massive neutrino to fit into a bigger
picture? Assuming a massive neutrino, three fundamental properties instantly appear
and are discussed below.
1. Dirac and Majorana Particles
The helicity is reversible for a massive particle only if electric charge is conserved
under Lorentz transformation. If the LH particle is electrically charged, then it is
possible to distinguish between particle and anti-particle under the transformation.
Such particles are called Dirac particles. For example, LH electron can be boosted
into RH electron or anti-electron. It is the RH electron, not anti-electron. One can
find out either one of electron or anti-electron, due to the conservation of electric
charge. If there is no conserved quantum number to distinguish between neutrino
and anti-neutrino, then neutrino is identical to its own anti-neutrino or a so called
Majorana neutrino [13, 14, 12]. For example, the neutral pion is a Majorana particle.
Charged pions, pi+ and pi− are complex scaler fields that these fields are reversible
under the charge conjugation operator. It is possible to distinguish between them,
but the neutral pion is only formed with a real scaler field, no complex terms. The
field is unchanged under the charge conjugation operator. Therefore, neutral pion is
identical to its own anti neutral pion.
62. Lepton Number Violation
Lepton number is one of the conserved quantities in the SM. It is preserved under
the assumption that a neutrino is a massless and a Dirac particle. On the other hand,
it is violated if a neutrino is massive and a Majorana particle. Neutrinoless double
beta decay is one of the nuclear processes that violates the total lepton number and
related to Majorana nature of neutrinos. Details are discussed in Ref. [12, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21]. As an example, muon decay is described in this section. SM-like muon
decay can be written in the form of µ− → e−+ ν¯e+νµ. Lepton number is 1 for muon,
electron and neutrino. Anti-neutrinos carry -1 lepton number. Thus the total lepton
number is conserved before and after weak interaction and shown at the left Table I.
Total electron and muon numbers are conserved as well. However, the lepton number
conservation is violated if a neutrino is massive and a Majorana particle. The SM-like
muon decay process can be rewritten in the form of µ− → e−+νe+ ν¯µ hence the muon
and electron neutrinos are identical to their own anti-neutrinos if they are Majorana
particles. The possible muon decay process is shown at the right Table I. The total
lepton number is clearly conserved, but the electron and muon lepton numbers are
violated in this process. The electron lepton number is +1 for electron and electron
neutrino, and is not defined for muon and muon neutrino. The total electron number
is 0 before the weak interaction, but it is 2 after the interaction. The electron number
is not only violated in the process, but so is the muon number.
3. Neutrino Mixing
The weak force between quarks and leptons is described as the flow of the con-
served weak charge and can be carried by a charged and neutral currents (CC and
NC) exchanging the W± and Z0 intermediated gauge bosons. The weak interaction
7Table I: Lepton number conservation and violation. L, Le and Lµ are denoted as
total, electron and muon lepton number. (Left) The lepton number is conserved for
the SM-like muon decay. (Right) The electron and muon lepton numbers are violated
in one of the possible muon decay processes if neutrino is massive and Majorana
particle.
Allowed muon decay process
µ− → e− νe νµ
L +1 = +1 −1 +1
Le 0 = +1 −1 0
Lµ +1 = 0 0 +1
Possible muon decay process
µ− → e− νe νµ
L +1 = +1 +1 −1
Le 0 6= +1 +1 0
Lµ +1 6= 0 0 −1
is presented in the gauge symmetry with the flavor quantum states of quarks and
leptons. While the quarks and charged leptons obtain their masses under the mecha-
nism that spontaneously breaks the gauge symmetry, the interaction is generated in
the representation of the mass quantum states. The quark mixture of the flavor and
mass quantum states is presented in the form of the CKM matrix, and only appears
for the CC interaction, not for the NC interaction [4, 6, 5]. Unlike the quark sector,
the quantum mixture has never been introduced in the lepton sector, due to massless
neutrino. The SM-like neutrinos can only couple to their own charged leptons. For
example, the electron type neutrino can only couple to electron. Thus, the mixing
matrix is just unity in the lepton sector. However, if neutrino has mass, then the fla-
vor state of |νl > can be mixed with the mass quantum states of |να >. The electron
neutrino can not only couple to electron, but also to muon and tau neutrinos. The
8same is true for the other neutrinos. The quantum mixture can be written in the
form:
|νl >=
3∑
α=1
U∗lα|να > (2.1)
where Ulα is a unitary matrix and represents weak coupling strength of flavor of l to
physical states of α. This analogy is applied to that in lepton sector from the CKM
mixing matrix in quark sector. The matrix U is so called PMNS (Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata) mixing matrix [22, 23, 6]. It is often written in the form:
UPMNS =

1 0 0
0 cos θ23 sin θ23
0 − sin θ23 cos θ23


cos θ13 0 sin θ13e
−iδ
0 1 0
− sin θ13e iδ 0 cos θ13

×

cos θ12 sin θ12 0
− sin θ12 cos θ12 0
0 0 1


1 0 0
0 eiφ1 0
0 0 eiφ2
 (2.2)
where left, middle and right sub matrices are related to the mixture of neutrino 2-3,
1-3 and 1-2, which are related to atmospheric, reactor and solar neutrino sources. CP
violating phase of δ is only apparent in the 1-3 sector. The last matrix is associated
with the Majorana phases of φ1 and φ2. Measurements of those angles and the CP
phase are described in next section.
9B. Neutrino Mass Measurement
Strong evidence of neutrino mass was confirmed first in the atmospheric neutrino
oscillation sector. Currently the experimental study of neutrino mass is in the 2nd
stage to fill out the mass ordering patterns of the three active neutrinos. There are
three possible patterns for the mass ordering based on the observed mixing patterns.
The first pattern is that of a pair of ν1 and ν2 is lighter than ν3, then the mass ordering
is called normal mass hierarchy (m1  m2  m3). ν1 is the lightest neutrino mass in
this scheme and the dominant component of νe. This mass pattern is similar to the
mass ordering of quarks and charged leptons. On the other hand if the pair is heavier
than the ν3, then the order is called an inverted mass hierarchy (m3  m1 ≈ m2)
and ν3 is the lightest neutrino mass. The last pattern is approximately degenerate if
all masses are large compared to their differences (m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3). A schematic of
the normal and inverted mass hierarchies is shown in Figure 1.
FIG. 1: Neutrino mass hierarchy. ν3 is the lightest neutrino in the inverted hierarchy.
ν1 is the lightest neutrino in the normal hierarchy.
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Neutrino masses can be measured in two distinct ways. First, the experimental
search for neutrinoless double beta decays is one of the possible ways to measure
the ”absolute” mass scale. The SM predicts the double beta decay and the process
is experimentally confirmed by Elliot, Halin and Moe in 1987 [24]. However, if the
neutrino is a Majorana particle, then the neutrinoless double beta decay is one of the
allowed nuclear processes and violates the lepton number symmetry without being
accompanied by RH neutrinos. The RH neutrino is absorbed at the second vertex
as a LH neutrino since neutrino and anti-neutrino are identical. Only two electrons
are emitted at the final states. The process is written in the form of (Z,A) →
(Z + 2, A) + 2e−. It is one of the most important measurements in neutrino physics,
but it is outside the scope of this dissertation work. Details are described in Ref.
[12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Also the other possible measurements are discussed in
Ref. [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 12, 32, 33].
The second way is to measure ”relative” mass scale between two neutrinos. This
can be done by searching for neutrino oscillations, which is the quantum phenomena
that allows one flavor state to transform into another state as a neutrino travels
through space. Assume that a particular type of flavor state propagates in time. If a
neutrino has mass, then the flavor state |νl(0) > is converted with a superposition of
mass state |να(0) >. The unitary matrix is shown in Equation 2.2. The final state is
calculated by applying a time evolution operator. The neutrino travels near the speed
of light and time can be converted into the distance traveled and energy component
given by Eα =
√
p2 +m2α ≈ p+ m
2
α
2p
. Those steps are written as follows;
|νl(t) >= e−iHt|νl(0) > =
∑
α
Ulαe
−iEαt|να(0) >
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≈
∑
α
Ulαe
−i(p+m
2
α
2p
)L|να(0) > (2.3)
Finally the probability of finding state νl′ in the νl beam is written in the form
Pνl→νl′ (t) = | < νl′(0)|νl(t) > |2
= δll′ − 4
∑
α>β
|UlαU∗l′αU∗lβUl′β|sin2(1.27∆m2αβL/E) (2.4)
where ∆m2αβ, L and E are mass difference squared of two the neutrinos, distance in
km and initial neutrino energy in GeV respectively. The mass differences and mixing
angles in the probability formula are related to the frequency of the oscillation and
probability of detecting neutrino events. The phenomenology of neutrino oscillation
can simplify depending on the L/E ratio associated with a given experiment. Details
are described in Ref. [12]. A review of the neutrino oscillation measurements door to
date are discussed in the following sections.
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1. Solar Neutrinos
Neutrino oscillations associated with the 1-2 mixing sector can be measured using
the neutrinos generated through the process of the nuclear fusion in the core of the
sun. Those neutrinos are one of the important astrophysical sources of neutrinos
which help us understand the internal structure and evolution of the sun and other
stars. Only νe’s are generated in those reactions with energies roughly in the range
of a few MeV, depending on details of nuclear reactions. A neutrino’s mean free path
is of the order of 1017 cm hence large enough that they can get out of the sun and be
detected on Earth using underground detectors. If the neutrino has mass, the solar
neutrino flux (or detection rate) varies with a νe survival probability depending on
θ12 and ∆m
2
21, and the L/E input, where L is the distance between the sun and Earth
and E is the solar neutrino energy.
Table II: Solar neutrino flux. Solar neutrino flux obtained from various experiments.
SNO experiment is sensitive to measure the flux for ES, CC and NC interaction
channels. The other experiments are only sensitive to the single interaction channel
as indicated. The flux ratio means the ratio of the observed to expected SSM flux.
Experiment Type Flux Ratio
Homestake CC 0.27± 0.03
Kamiokande ES 0.44± 0.06
SAGE CC 0.553± 0.034
Gallex CC 0.579± 0.037
CC 0.349± 0.021
SNO ES 0.473± 0.052
NC 1.008± 0.123
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In last past 60 years the solar neutrino flux has been measured in various experi-
ments [34, 35, 36, 12]. All experimental results are consistent with the solar neutrino
detection rate being much lower than the theoretical expected value quoted by the
Standard Solar Model(SSM) [37, 38, 12]. Table II and Figure 2 show that the ratio
of the observed to the expected SSM flux and the flux as a function of the neutrino
energy for each nuclear reaction. The current best measurement of the solar neutrino
flux is made by the SNO experiment located in INCO Ltd’s Creighton Mine near Sud-
bury, Canada [39, 40, 12]. This experiment uses a Cerenkov detector filled with heavy
water, that is sensitive to measure the flux of 8B neutrinos2 for three different inter-
action channels; Elastic Scattering(ES), Charged and Neutral Current interactions
(CC and NC). (1) CC channel only occurs for νe and has an advantage that outgoing
electron’s energy is strongly correlated to incident neutrino energy. ES interaction
is sensitive to all neutrino flavors, making the νe cross section is approximately 1.5
times larger than νµ and ντ . The results from those two channels is that flux obtained
from CC interaction is slightly lower than that obtained by ES interaction. The dif-
ference between CC and ES results indicates that the flux is obtained by νµ and ντ
components. (2) NC channel is equally sensitive to all neutrino flavors and possible to
measure the total flux of 8B neutrinos. The result is that the flux obtained from NC
interaction is completely consistent with the prediction of the SSM calculation. Thus
the phenomenology of the solar neutrinos is well explained by the νe disappearance
2Relatively high energy neutrinos are detected with the SNO detector for the
purpose of enhancing the matter effects that neutrinos experience from the production
region until they exit the sun. As neutrinos propagate in matter, the additional
contribution of +
√
2GFNe appears in Hamiltonian of ν¯e + e scattering, where GF is
the Fermi constant and Ne is the number density of electrons in matter. This matter
effect is proportional to the neutrino energy, and can enhance or reduce the true
values of mass eigenstates and mixing angles. The flux of 8B neutrinos is dominant
at relatively high energy and largely affected by the matter and undergoes matter
oscillations. The survival probability must be altered to account for these matter-
oscillations [12].
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via matter-oscillation hypothesis. More details are described in Ref. [12].
FIG. 2: Solar neutrino flux. The SSM flux is shown as a function of neutrino energy
for different nuclear fusion channels [38].
The KamLAND experiment was staged to provide a test of the solar neutrino
oscillation and one of the precision experiments being used to carry out measurements
of θ12 and ∆m
2
12 [41, 12]. Their experiment is located at the Kamioka mine in Japan
and is designed to search for ν¯e-disappearance via neutrinos produced by 55 Japanese
nuclear power reactors. The experiment is impacted by two input parameters; (1)
the distance that neutrino travels through space and (2) energy range of neutrino
detection. The average distance between the KamLAND detector and the reactors is
about 180 km. Secondary, ν¯e detections are made via the inverse beta decay reaction;
ν¯e + p → e+ + n with a threshold 1.8 MeV. Neglecting the small neutron recoil, the
anti-neutrino energy is constructed by the sum of the positron and 0.8 MeV of e+e−
annihilation energy and measured with a resolution of 6.2%/
√
E(MeV ). The typical
energy range is from 1.8 to 10 MeV. Thus if CPT is conserved and matter-enhanced
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neutrino oscillation (MSW effect) is the underlying mechanism for the observed flavor
transformation in the solar neutrinos, then the experiment would expect a significant
fraction of ν¯e oscillation at the L/E relation of 1.8 to 180 km/MeV. The results of
a 2D oscillation fit3 is shown in Figure 3. Their data is consistent with the solar
neutrino result with the best fit of 7.58+0.14−0.13(stat.)±0.15(syst.)×10−5eV2 and mixing
angle 0.56+0.10−0.07(stat.)
+0.10
−0.06(syst.) at 68% confidence level.
FIG. 3: Result from KamLAND experiment. (Left) L/E spectrum shows that neu-
trino is maximally oscillated around L/E ∼ 50m/MeV. (Right) Black line shows
the result from solar neutrino data. The color contour shows the fitting result from
KamLAND data for the total exposure of 2.44× 1032 proton-yr (2881 ton-yr). These
figures are referenced from [41].
3The 2D and 1D oscillation fits are defined in this dissertation. The ∆m2 and
sin2(2θ) oscillation parameters are treated as free parameters in the 2D oscillation
fit. On the other hand, the 1D oscillation fit only treats the ∆m2 parameter as a
free parameter while the sin2(2θ) parameter is constrained to maximal value. See the
section IV.C.3.
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2. Atmospheric Neutrinos
Neutrino oscillations associated to the 2-3 mixing sector can be measured using
the neutrinos produced in the atmosphere by cosmic ray collisions. In 1998, pre-
cision measurements of atmospheric neutrino oscillations were made by the Super
Kamiokande (SK) detector in Japan for the first time [42, 43, 12]. Their analysis
was performed by calculating the νµ disappearance probability using the directional
distributions of muon neutrinos produced in the atmosphere. The probability can be
written as
Pνµ→νµ ≈ 1− sin2(2θ23) sin2(1.27∆m232L/E) (2.5)
which is derived using Equation (2.4) and taking a limit of θ23  θ13 ∼ 0 and
∆m232 ≈ ∆m231  ∆m221. If a neutrino has mass and mixing, then the oscillation
probability changes depending on L/E input. L is the distance between neutrino
production point in the atmosphere and detection point where the SK detector is
located. The distance depends on the direction that the neutrino travels in the
detector. E is the neutrino energy reconstructed by collecting the Cerenkov light
produced by the interaction products in water. Their result is shown in Figure 4.
The ratio of the data to the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation events is shown as a
function of the reconstructed L/E with the best-fit expectation for muon neutrino
oscillation (solid line). Clearly the oscillation is maximal at L/E ∼ 500 km/GeV.
The NuMI-MINOS experiment was planned to provide a test of the atmospheric
neutrino oscillation hypothesis and designed to make a high statistics measurement
of the νµ disappearance using a neutrino beam [9, 44, 45]. Their latest analysis was
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FIG. 4: SK result of atmospheric neutrino. (Left) SK result of atmospheric neutrino
L/E spectrum. The best-fit expectations are shown for neutrino oscillation (solid
line) and decay (dashed line) and decoherence (dotted line). (Right) 68%, 90% and
99% C.L. allowed oscillation parameter regions. These figures are referenced from
[42].
performed with CC events from a total data set produced by 3.36× 1020 protons on
target (POT) from May 2005 to July 2007. For the low energy beam configuration,
730 events are observed with the expectation of 936± 53 (syst) events for the energy
range of 1-5 GeV. The observed and expected energy spectrum and their ratio are
shown in Figure 5. The data is consistent with muon neutrino oscillation with a
mass difference |∆m232| = 2.43± 0.13× 10−3 eV (68% confidence level) and a mixing
angle sin2(2θ23) > 0.90 (90% confidence level). The best fit χ
2 is 90 for 97 degree
of freedom. The result of the 2D oscillation parameter fitting is shown in Figure 6.
In addition, if the fit is not constrained to the physical region, then the result is
|∆m232| = 2.33 × 10−3eV2 and sin2 2θ = 1.07, with a 0.6 unit decrease in χ2. The
largest systematic effects were found to be (1) a 4% uncertainty of the predicted
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FIG. 5: Neutrino energy distribution and ratio from MINOS experiment. Expected
and observed CC energy spectrum at the Far Detector is shown at left. The oscillated
depletion is shown around 3 GeV. The ratio of data to MC is shown at right. These
figures are referenced from [9].
Far Detector event rate, which is the sum in quadrature of the uncertainties on the
detector’s fiducial mass, event selection efficiency and the POT counting accuracy,
(2) a 10% uncertainty of the absolute hadronic energy scale and (3) 50% uncertainty
of neutral current background in the CC event samples.
Sensitivity of the MINOS oscillation measurement is evaluated by performing a
unconstrained fit to high statistics ”fake” (or mock) data sets weighted to the central
values of ∆m2 = 2.45× 10−3 eV2 and maximal mixing [46]. The 68% and 90% C.L.
∆m2 and mixing sensitivities are shown as a function of the POT exposure for the
low energy beam configuration in Figure 7. The ∆m2 and mixing allowed regions
from the MINOS data set of 3.36 × 1020 POT are shown in blue bar and red point.
These data are making the allowed regions smaller than the sensitivities from the
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FIG. 6: Oscillation contour from MINOS experiment. The oscillation contour of ∆m2
vs sin2(2θ) is shown in the figure. This figure is referenced from [9].
”fake” (or mock) data set since the best fit point is located at the unphysical region
(sin2(2θ) = 1.07).
3. νe Appearance
A challenge for next generation experiments is to observe νµ → νe oscillation in
the atmospheric oscillation sector. The main targets are to measure the values of
θ13, the sign of ∆m
2
32 and the CP violating phase. The measurement of a non-zero
value of θ13 is a critical step to measure the CP phase, which may hold the answer
to the questions of matter-antimatter symmetry of the lepton sector in our universe.
Currently the T2K and NOνA experiments are under development and designed to
search for this oscillation mode using an off-axis neutrino beam [47, 48, 49, 50, 48].
Primary protons hit a target to create neutrino beam. High energy collision with
the target produces many secondary hadrons, mostly pions and kaons. Neutrinos are
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FIG. 7: Limitation of MINOS experiment. Left and right figures show the sensitivity
for ∆m2 and the mixing angle measurements as a function of the POT exposure for
the low energy beam configuration. 68% and 90% confidence level regions are for
black and red line. The systematic error is added for the dashed line. Red straight
and shaded region are for SK 90% confidence limit. These figures are referenced from
[46].
produced at small angles from the pion decay in flight. The neutrino energy is related
to the pion energy through the following formula, Eν =
0.43Epi
1+γ2θ2
where γ = Epi/mpi,
Epi and mpi are pion energy and mass. While the neutrino energy is proportional
to pion energy on-axis, the neutrino energy is less dependent on pion energy and
largely depends on off-axis angle. The basic configuration for the T2K and NOνA
experiments is the same as most long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment such
as the K2K and MINOS [51, 9]. T2K experiment uses an off-axis neutrino beam
created at the J-PARC accelerator facility built in Tokai, Japan, which is pointed 2-3
degrees off-axis to the SK detector located 295 km away from the target position.
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FIG. 8: NuMI off-axis beam spectrum. (Left) Red line shows that the the relativistic
relation between pion and neutrino on the beam axis. The neutrino is less dependent
to pion energy for small angle off the beam axis. (Right) Black points show the
neutrino energy spectrum for the NuMI medium beam energy configuration on-axis.
The spectrum is shifted near the maximally oscillated position if the off-axis angle is
14 mrad and shown in red histogram. These figures are referenced from [49].
The neutrino energy spectrum is configured to peak at ∼ 600 MeV and maximally
oscillated at ∼ 491 km/GeV. Similarly, NOνA’s Far detector is planned to be built
810 km away from the target position at the Ash River Trail in MN and off the center
of the NuMI neutrino beamline. Figure 8 left shows the kinematic relation between
neutrino energy and off-axis angle. Figure 8 right shows that the energy of 14.5
mrad off-axis ME beam configuration is peaked at 2 GeV. Thus NOνA’s neutrino
energy spectrum is configured to peak at ∼ 2 GeV and maximally oscillated at ∼ 405
km/GeV.
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The T2K and NOνA experiments have a capability to access the 1-3 sector in the
PMNS matrix and to determine the mass hierarchy shown in Figure 1. If ∆m213 > 0,
then ν3 is heavier than ν1 and the mass ordering is the normal mass hierarchy. On
the other hand, if ∆m213 < 0, then the hierarchy is inverted. Assuming that the
experiments run for 3 years each of neutrino and antineutrino modes with the 700
kW beam power, the sensitivity to measure θ13 is shown as a function of CP violating
phase δ and mass hierarchy in Figure 9. The three standard deviation sensitivities are
approximately an order of magnitude beyond the 90% confidence level set by CHOOZ
experiment of sin2 θ13 < 0.13 at |∆m232| = 2.7× 10−3eV2. Also the mass hierarchy is
strongly correlated to the apparent CP violating phase caused by the matter effects
in the earth. The sensitivity to measure the mass ordering is shown as a function
of the CP phase in Figure 10, but the measurement is only possible if the sin2 θ13
is near the CHOOZ limit. In addition, Double Chooz experiment is currently under
construction and sensitive to measure those three parameters. Unlike the previous
two experiments, it is sensitive to search for ν¯µ appearance via anti-electron neutrinos
produced from the reactor cores at the CHOOZ nuclear power plant in the Ardennes
region of northern France [52, 48].
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FIG. 9: θ13 sensitivity contour in the NOνA experiment. sin
2(2θ13) sensitivity contour
for 700 kW beam power are shown in the top figure as a function of the CP phase in
solid line. The figure is referenced from [50].
FIG. 10: Mass ordering sensitivity in the NOνA experiment. Normal and inverted
mass hierarchy are in red and blue color. Mass ordering sensitivity contours for 700
kW beam power are shown as a function of the CP phase in dash-dot line. The left
and right bottom figures are for normal and inverted hierarchy. These figures are
referenced from [50].
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C. Light Neutrino Mass Generation Mechanism
Neutrinos appear to be very light compared to the other fundamental particles.
GUTs should be able to explain the mechanism to generate a heavy top quark and
light neutrinos. It is called mass hierarchy problem. The mass spectrum for quarks
and leptons is shown in Figure 11. Only upper limits are shown for neutrino mass.
If one takes the ratio of the top quark to electron mass and electron to electron
neutrino mass, then a simple calculation shows two things; (1) the top quark is
roughly five orders of magnitude heavier than electron mass (mt/me ≈ 3.38 × 105)
and (2) the electron neutrino is at least five orders of magnitude lighter than the
electron (me/mνe & 5.11 × 105). The question of light neutrino mass also remains
even within a single family as well. For example, in the first family the electron
neutrino is at least 5 orders of magnitude lighter than the up and down quarks and
electron mass. Similarly, in the second family the muon neutrino is at least 3 orders
of magnitude lighter than the charm and strange quarks and muon mass.
1. Seesaw Mechanism
There are many possible models to explain the mass mechanism. The SM can
be simply extended by adjusting the context of Fermion and/or Higgs sector in the
SU(2)L × U(1)Y group [12]. As an example model, the seesaw mechanism engaged
with Fermion sector is introduced in this section. Charged leptons obtain their mass
through the Higgs mechanism that spontaneously breaks the electroweak symmetry.
Neutrinos also get their mass from the same mechanism. RH neutrino fields are
assumed to be a neutral singlet and have no interaction with gauge bosons. Dirac
and Majorana mass terms arise in the Lagrangian. The Dirac mass term can then be
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FIG. 11: Mass heirarchy. Vertical and horizontal axes show the mass scale in eV
and 3 generations respectively. u-type and d-type quarks and charged leptons are
marked in black, red and green points. Neutrinos and top quark are extremely light
and heavy comparing to the other fundamental particles. Ranges for neutrino mass
is shown in blue lines.
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written in the following form
−mD(ν̂LνR + νLν̂R)
Similarly, the Majorana mass term is in the form
−1
2
mL(ν̂LνL + ν̂LνL)− 1
2
mR(ν̂RνR + ν̂RνR)
Thus the Lagrangian can be written in the following form
−Lmass = 1
2
(
ν̂L ν̂R
) mL mD
mTD mR

 νL
νR
+ h.c (2.6)
where ν is neutrino field and ν̂ ≡ ν̂†γ0 = νTC†γ†0γ0 = νTC−1 (C is the charge-
conjugation operator). Eigenvalues of the mass matrix can be calculated and written
in the form
m1,2 =
1
2
[
(mR +mL)±
√
(mL −mR)2 + 4m2D
]
≈
∣∣∣∣mL − m2DmR
∣∣∣∣ ,mR (2.7)
where mR  mD  mL ∼ 0. If Dirac and heavy mass scales are mD ∼ mτ and
mR ∼MGUT , then a light neutrino mass can be naturally generated at eV scale. The
lower bound for the Majorana mass is mR & 5× 109GeV.
2. Exotic Neutrino Search
Most experimental results are consistent with three neutrino hypothesis that there
are only three neutrino species; electron, muon and tau neutrinos. One neutrino is
linked to only one family. These neutrinos weakly couple to the Z and W bosons.
The hypothesis is confirmed by the measurements of the Z boson production width
in LEP experiment [12]. Their result is Nν = 2.984 ± 0.008 (68% C.L). Also the
effective number of relativistic neutrino species can be calculated with cosmological
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data as well. The result from WMAP and the other cosmological experiments is
Nν = 4.4± 1.5 (68% C.L), which is consistent with the standard value of 3.04 for the
WMAP measurement [33]. However, it is possible to build theoretical models with
extra species of neutrino.
(1) Heavy Majorana Neutrino : One way is to introduce new neutrinos as-
sociated to the conventional theory of weak interaction. For example, the seesaw
mechanism is the one of the simple and reasonable models to explain light neutrino
mass. Heavy RH neutrinos can be predicted around GUT scale to extract light LH
neutrinos. If the Dirac mass scale is near the τ mass, then the heavy neutrino mass
is predicted above 5 × 109GeV. Details are described in section 2.C.1. Also super-
symmetry theory opens up more questions and possibilities for new type of neutrinos.
They are discussed in Ref. [53, 12, 54]. For current experimental technologies, it is
impossible directly to access physics around the GUT scale.
(2) Light Sterile Neutrino : In 1995, the LSND collaboration reported their
observation of ν¯e appearance in ν¯µ beam at ∆m
2 ∼ 1 eV 2 [55, 56, 57, 12]. This signal
is maximally oscillated around L/E ∼ 0.7 km/GeV. This experimental result is not
consistent with any other experimental results from solar and atmospheric neutrino
oscillations. To explain this anomaly, one of the popular solutions is to introduce
one or more extra neutrinos without any theoretical frameworks of weak interactions.
These neutrinos are so called sterile neutrinos. Recently the MiniBooNE(MB) ex-
periment performed a precision measurement in the region of the LSND signal at
Fermilab, IL [58]. MB is configured with the fixed distance of L = 540 m and mean
neutrino energy to be around 700 MeV, for the purpose of maximizing the LSND
signal. In conclusion, their data is consistent with no oscillation and rules out the
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sterile neutrino hypothesis. Figure 12 shows null oscillation above 475 MeV. Details
are described in Ref. [12, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. Currently MB
is running with anti-neutrinos, for the purpose of testing other possible exotic expla-
nations such as the sterile neutrino hypothesis involving CP or even CPT violation.
Their most recent result shows that their data agrees with MC background predic-
tions as a function of neutrino energy and is consistent with no oscillation [70]. They
will continue to take more data and to improve sensitivity to oscillation analysis.
FIG. 12: Result from MiniBooNE experiment. (Left) Top figure shows the neutrino
energy spectrum in MB. Bottom one is the ratio figure of the expected to observed
spectra. MB data above 475 MeV is consistent with no oscillation. (Right) 90% MB
exclusion region is shown with dashed and solid lines. LSND signal filled in blue is
clearly excluded. Those figures are referenced from [58].
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CHAPTER III
THE NUMI-MINOS EXPERIMENT
MINOS (Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search) experiment is especially de-
signed to measure the neutrino mass differences and mixing angles in the atmospheric
neutrino sector. The experiment is composed of 3 different components; the NuMI
Neutrino Beamline, a Near Detector and a Far Detector. The beamline is created
at Fermilab and pointed to both Near and Far detectors located at Fermilab and
Soudan, MN respectively. The Near Detector is set only 1.0 km away from the target
position, for the purpose of studying systematic variance and covariance of the beam-
line and extrapolating the unoscillated neutrino spectrums. The role of Far Detector
is to project out the oscillated spectrum after traveling 735 km. Each detector is
designed in the same way so as to reduce the systematic effects of the neutrino flux,
cross-section and detector acceptance. Each detector is capable of observing νµ and
νe charged and neutral current interactions having energy larger than 500 MeV. A
toroidal magnetic field is installed to discriminate νµ and ν¯µ events. Details of the
detectors are described in Ref. [44].
A. NuMI Neutrino Beamline
The Main Injector accepts batches of proton from the 8 GeV/c Booster accelerator
to accelerate to 120 GeV/c. To create NuMI Neutrino Beam, primary 120 GeV
protons are extracted from the Main Injector. These protons are extracted from the
MI in a 10 µs in spill and bent downward by 58 mrad to point at the Near and Far
Detector. Typically the extracted beam contains a total of 2.1× 1013 protons with a
cycle per spill time of 2.2-2.4 s. The proton beam is focused on a carbon target which
was stable to within ±0.1 mm and the area of the beam-spot varied within the range
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FIG. 13: Overview of MINOS experiment. Overview of MINOS experiment [44, 45].
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3.3-4.5 mm2. High energy collisions with the target create many particles, mostly pi±
and K±. These particles are focused by a magnetic horn and travel down a 675 m
decay pipe, where these beam particles are allowed to decay into muon and muon
neutrinos. Remaining hadrons and muons are stopped in a concrete absorber and the
subsequent rock to yield a beam of muon neutrinos. Ionization chambers are placed
upstream of the absorber to monitor the beam by measuring the flux of hadrons and
muons. Figure 14 shows a schematic of the NuMI beamline.
FIG. 14: Schematic view of the NuMI beamline. Protons from the MI enter from the
left and the produced neutrinos exit to the right [44, 45].
Beam Configuration : Peak energy of neutrino beam can be configured from
3 GeV to 10 GeV depending on the distance between the target position and the
first horn. Relative longitudinal positions of two horns and the target are adjusted to
optimize the momentum focus for pions and kaons. If the target distance is increased,
then the beam energy is increased. In NuMI, this distance can be remotely controlled
and continuously varied from 0.1 m up to 2.5 m. Figure 15 shows Near Detector
neutrino beam energy spectra for different beam configurations. These beam energy
configurations are only sensitive to high-∆m2 values. In the beam spectrum below
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the 6 GeV, the beam is made up of a 92.9 % νµ, with a 5.8 % component of ν¯µ and
a 1.3 % component of νe + ν¯e.
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FIG. 15: NuMI beam configurations. The Near Detector MC spectra for low, medium
and high energy beam configurations. If the distance between the target position and
first horn is increased, the peak energy position is shifted to higher energy.
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B. The MINOS Detectors
The MINOS detectors are magnetized steel/scintillator tracking-sampling calorime-
ters. 2.54 cm thick steel plates are used as absorber material, while the active layers
of each detector are made up of 1 cm thick plastic scintillator strips. The strips are
4.1 cm wide and are arranged side-by-side to form planes. These scintillator planes
are mounted on the steel planes and rotated 90◦ with respect to previous plane to
construct three dimensional tracking images. Each scintillator strip has a wave length
shifting(WLS) fiber along its length. Light produced by a particle traveling through
the scintillator strips is captured by the WLS and transported a multi-anode photo-
multiplier tubes (PMT). A typical minimum ionizing particle produces ∼ 6-7 photo-
electrons in a PMT.
FIG. 16: Schematic view for one layer of scintillator plane in the detector [44].
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The 0.98 kton Near Detector is located only 1.0 km away from the target position
and has been set up to study the systematic uncertainties of the beamline and to
extrapolate the unoscillated spectrum to the Far Detector. Neutrino oscillations occur
as they travel through space, however since the path length is so short here, there is
no chance for us to observe the oscillated neutrino events in the Near Detector.
FIG. 17: Photograph of the Near Detector. The Near Detector [44, 45] located 104 m
underground and consists of 282 irregular 4×6 m2 octagonal steel and 153 scintillator
planes read out at via a WLS fiber to one pixel of a Hamamatsu Multiplex M64 PMT
and the Fast QIE electronics system that is capable of continuously recording signals
without dead time throughout the ∼ 10 µs beam spill. A toroidal magnetic field is
a toroidal field produced by a running a current of 185 kA through the center of the
detector producing an average value of 1.2 T.
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The 5.4 kton Far Detector located 735 km away from the target position has
been set up to study the oscillation parameters of the beam neutrinos after traveling
this distance. By measuring the ”oscillated” beam spectrum, we are able to find
the neutrino’s mass and mixing. To select beam related neutrino events, GPS-time
stamping has been used to sync Far data to Near and beam data.
FIG. 18: Photograph of the Far Detector. The Far Detector [44, 45] is located 705 m
beneath the surface and consists of 484 octagonal 8 m wide steel and scintillator planes
read out at both ends via Hamamatsu Multiplex M16 PMTs and the VA electronics
systems. The 40 kA current carried by the coil running through the center of the
detector induces the magnetic field of 1.17 T. Veto shields are installed on the top of
the detector to remove cosmic muon events.
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C. Event Reconstruction
MINOS classifies neutrino interactions based on the level of energy deposition,
topology and timing of scintillator strip hits in each event. CC νµ interactions are
characterized by the presence of a track associated with muon produced in the neu-
trino interactions. Often a cluster of hits near the interaction vertex can be identified
as the result of the accompanying hadronic shower. Total energy of the CC νµ inter-
actions is reconstructed as the sum of the muon momentum and the energy of the
hadronic shower. The muon momentum is measured via the range and curvature of
the muon track if the track stops inside of the detector and exits the detector. On
the other hand, NC νµ interactions are characterized by the absence of a muon track
and composed only with hadronic shower. Figure 19 shows the simulated events for
the CC and NC νµ interactions in the Near Detector.
FIG. 19: 2-dimensional views of the CC and NC νµ interactions. The 2-dimensional
views of the simulated events for the CC and NC νµ interactions in the Near Detector.
The shaded rectangular boxes indicate relative energy deposited in the strip. These
figures are referenced from [44, 45, 82].
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D. Detector Calibration
Since one of the requirements in making these measurements is an accurate deter-
mination of the energies of the observed neutrinos, the relative energy scale between
Near and Far Detectors is required to match within 2%. The detector’s responses
are calibrated with a Light-Injection(LI) system, radioactive sources and cosmic ray
muons. Each detector is calibrated in a multi-stage procedure that converts the raw
photomultiplier signal Qraw(i, t, x) measured by channel i at time t for an energy
deposition at position x into a fully corrected signal Qcorr. Calibration constants are
generated in each calibration procedure. The full correction is achieved by taking
the product of raw signal and the constants from each stage. It is written in the
form of Qcorr = Qraw(i, t, x)×D(t)× U(i)× A(i, x)× E. The drift calibration D(t)
is performed using LI system. Light generated by LED are distributed through the
WLS fibers to all PMT channels, to determine the PMT gains and the tracking gain
over time. The uniformity correction U(i) is performed using cosmic ray muons to
normalize the output of each scintillator strip. The attenuation correction A(i, x)
is performed using a radioactive source to map out the response of each scintillator
module at individual position and strip. Finally the absolute energy scales E for Near
and Far detectors are established by using stopping muons, to convert their signals
to be comparable to each other in units of average light produced by a muon with
energy between 0.5 to 1 GeV.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS
A. Motivation
The SK experiment shows that atmospheric neutrinos are maximally oscillated at
L/E ∼ 500 km/GeV. The best fit value of the neutrino mass differences is ∆m2 ∼
2.47× 10−3 eV2 for the maximal mixing. When the long-baseline neutrino oscillation
experiments are organized to provide a test of the SK results using man made muon
neutrino beam, the beam energy spectrum is generally configured to peak at Emaxν ∼
L0/500 GeV where L0 is the fixed distance that beam neutrinos travel through space.
In principle, if Eν < E
max
ν , then it is sensitive to constrain lower ∆m
2 region than the
estimated value. On the other hand, higher ∆m2 can be constrained if Eν > E
max
ν .
Two beam-based experiments are currently operating in the world; the K2K and
MINOS experiments. The first result for the beam neutrino oscillation measurement
associated to the 2-3 mixing sector was made in the K2K experiment in Japan [71, 51].
The distance that these neutrino travels through space is L0 = 250 km. The beam
energy is configured at the maximally oscillated position of Emaxν ∼ 0.5 GeV and
shown in Figure 20 left. However, MINOS CC energy spectrum is configured to peak
at energy above the maximal position. The appropriate beam energy configuration
for MINOS distance is around Emaxν ∼ 1.47 GeV. However, the LE MINOS energy
spectrum is peaked near 3 GeV. As a result, the event detection rate is high above
1.47 GeV and it is sensitive to constrain high-∆m2 region, but statistics are poorer
below 1.47 GeV. Oscillation contours in Figure 6 shows significant improvement at
the higher region, compared to the K2K contour. What can MINOS do to improve
the measurement at low-∆m2 region? Selecting the QEL events may help to improve
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FIG. 20: Results from K2K and MINOS experiments. (Left) Energy spectrum is
configured below 1 GeV for K2K experiment [71, 51]. (Right) MINOS energy is
peaked out of the maximal position [9].
the measurement for following two reasons:
(1) A QEL interaction is the dominant physical process below the maximally oscil-
lated position. Selected events for the CC analysis are mixture of three types of CC
neutrino interactions; quasi elastic (QEL), resonance (RES) and deep inelastic scatter-
ing (DIS). The QEL interaction is the nearly elastic process that changes quark flavor
when a neutrino interacts with a neutron. The process is shown as νl + n→ l− + p.
Similarly RES interaction can be formulated in νl + n→ l− + pi+ + p, but W+ boson
is resonated to pion mass and an extra charged pion can be produced in final states
of interaction. Lastly, DIS interaction is the high energy interaction process that can
break the internal nucleon structure and produce various hadronic particles in the
final state. The neutrino cross section is shown as a function of neutrino energy in
Figure 21. The QEL interactions are dominant in the energy region important to
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improve the low-∆m2 region.
FIG. 21: Neutrino cross section. Neutrino cross section for QEL (red), RES (blue)
and DIS (green) interactions shows as a function of neutrino energy. The figure is
referenced from [72].
(2) Reconstruction of CC neutrino energy is done by just making sum of muon
and hadronic shower energy. MINOS detectors are specifically designed to detect
high energy muon events and are able to measure the muon energy with a resolution
of 2%. When most of the incoming muon neutrino energy is carried out by outgoing
muon, the muon leaves a long track in the detector. If the track were short, then
the energy is mostly converted into hadronic shower and various hadronic particles
are created at final state. Hence the oscillation measurement is largely influenced
by the large uncertainty of shower energy reconstruction. However, better neutrino
energy reconstruction can be accomplished through the QEL interaction due to there
being no missing energy. A muon and a proton are only particles in the QEL final
state. QEL energy reconstruction only depends on muon energy and angle. Thus in
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principle it is possible to perform more sensitive oscillation measurement with QEL
events rather than CC events.
B. The Near Detector Analysis
The Near Detector was built for the purpose of studying systematic variance
and covariance of neutrino flux from the NuMI beamline, detector response and the
neutrino interaction cross-sections. Understanding details of the beam production and
neutrino-nucleon scattering models will be very important to do the QEL oscillation
analysis, especially for predicting the unoscillated Far Detector spectrum. The Near
Detector has collected a large sample of relatively high energy CC events and observed
the large discrepancy between data and nominal MC in the CC spectra shown in
Figure 22. The discrepancy can be separated into two different sections; high and
low energy regions dominant to the DIS and QEL/RES event interactions. The
MINOS Detectors are well designed and simulated to measure high energy muons.
The primary cause of the high energy discrepancy is from mis-modeling of the neutrino
flux from the beamline, rather than the detector and cross section effects. The best fit
values of the optical and hadron production parameters [73] are applied in Figure 22.
Possible sources of the low energy discrepancy are from the mis-modeling of the
remaining QEL/RES cross sections and the detector response to low energy hadrons.
1. Model Adjustment : QEL Cross Sections
The charged current weak interaction is a theory of quark and lepton coupling to
W± boson via vector and axial vector vertex factors that allows conserving neutrino
helicity. The weak vertex is generally treated as a point-like interaction that quark
and/or lepton are mediated through W± bosons and written in the form of γµ(1−γ5).
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FIG. 22: CC-like event distributions. CC-like event distributions and the ratio spectra
of MC to data are shown for the 1.27 and the 1.47 × 1020 POT data and MC sets
from the low energy beam configuration (LE-010,185kA). Blue and red dashed lines
are for the nominal and SKZP reweighted MC. TheECCν , Q
2 and y distributions and
data/MC ratios are shown in the top, middle and bottom figures.
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The first term yields vector coupling. The second term is the axial vector coupling,
which is maximally bound to violate parity conservation. However, real neutrino
scattering from nucleons is not a point-like interaction. To take into account of the
nucleon’s internal structure, the point-like vertex factor can be reformulated to
vector : γµ −→ γµF 1V (q2) + iσ
µνqν
2mN
ξF 2V (q
2)
axial vector : γµγ5 −→ γµγ5FA(q2)
Unlike electric charge, weak charge is not modified by strong interaction within the
nucleon structure. The axial part of the weak charge is not conserved while vector
part is protected in the conserved vector current hypothesis (CVC). F 1V and ξF
2
V are
so called the Dirac and Pauli electromagnetic isovector form factors, which formu-
lated in terms of Sachs vector form factors. The Sachs form factors GPE(q
2), GNE (q
2),
GPM(q
2) and GNM(q
2) are related to the electric and magnetic moment distributions
and are well measured by electron scattering experiments. Finally the axial vector
form factor is approximately a dipole under the assumption that an axial part of the
weak charge is symmetrically distributed with exponential function, ρA(~r) = e
−M |~r|.
It is written in form of
FA(q
2) = FA(0)
∫
ρA(~r)e
i~q·~rd~r =
FA(0)
(1− q2/M2A)2
(4.1)
where FA(0) = 1.2720 ± 0.0018 and MA is the axial vector mass. FA(0) is an axial
part of the weak charge correction terms when q2 = 0.
The scattering amplitude (or matrix element) can be written in the form of
−iM =
[
u(µ−)
−igw
2
√
2
γµ(1− γ5) u(νµ)
] igµν
M2W
[
u(p)
−igw
2
√
2
ΓνCC(q
2) cos θC u(n)
]
(4.2)
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where ΓνCC(q
2) = γµ(F 1V (q
2)− γ5FA(q2)) + iσµνqν2mN ξF 2V (q2) and gw, MW and cos θC are
the weak coupling constant, the charged W boson mass and Cabbibo mixing an-
gle respectively. The first bracket shows that the muon neutrino couples to its own
charged lepton via a point-like vertex factor. ΓνCC(q
2) in second bracket is the form
factor that neutron couples to proton. Middle term is W± boson propagator. Using
the amplitude and Feynman rules for neutrino scattering, the differential cross section
for the QEL interaction as a function of Q2 is formulated with the relativistic Fermi
gas (RFG) model 4 and simplified in the form of
dσ
d|q2| =
m2NG
2
F cos
2 θc
8piE2ν
[
A(q2)−B(q2)s− u
m2N
+ C(q2)
(s− u)2
m2N
]
(4.3)
where s and u are Mandelstam variables, s−u = 4mNEν+q2−m2l , ml is the outgoing
lepton mass and mN is the target nucleon mass. A(q
2), B(q2) and C(q2) are expressed
in term of the vector and axial vector form factors. Details are described in Ref. [74].
Currently the axial vector form factor of the nucleon and QEL cross section is not
well understood at lower energies with large uncertainties at level of 20% to 30%. A
number of the QELMA (axial vector mass see Equation (4.1)) measurements were per-
formed using various target materials, but these measurements using predominantly
deuterium as a target material were limited by low statistics and encountered some
difficulties describing their data at low momentum transfer Q2, where it is largely
influenced by the nuclear effects. The MINOS experiment uses an iron target and has
4The theoretical concepts of Fermi gas is applied to simulate the nuclear effects
in the neutrino-nuclear scattering. Protons and neutrons are considered as moving
quasi-freely within nuclear volume and obeying the Fermi-Dirac statistics leading
to the Pauli exclusion principle. These particles are distinguishable fermions and
situated in two separate finite potential wells. The depth of the potential wells is
given by V0 = EF + B, where B and EF are the nuclear binding energy and the
Fermi energy of the highest occupied nucleon level.
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FIG. 23: Effect of changing MQELA -scae for free nucleon QEL interaction cross section.
Effect of changing MQELA scale for free nucleon QEL interaction cross section. Shape
and normalization of the Q2 distribution are influenced by changing the MQELA scale.
Left and right figures are scaled by the POT counting and the area of MA = 1.00 GeV.
These curves are correspond to mono-energetic neutrinos at 1 GeV and ignore nuclear
effects. The high Q2 cutoff is purely kinematic. These figures are referenced from
[78].
collected large samples of relatively high energy muon neutrino QEL events to date.
The use of such events in tuning the cross section effects allows us to better predict
the unoscillated spectrum at Far Detector. The Near Detector analysis not only fits
the reconstructed Eν distribution, but also the Q
2 distribution with the adjustable
MQELA parameter. Varying the M
QEL
A parameter significantly appears to disturb the
shape and normalization of the Q2 distribution. Figure 23 shows that the differential
cross section is shown as a function of Q2 for mono-energetic neutrino scattering off
free nucleon using different MQELA scale. Both of the normalization and shape of Q
2
distributions are clearly influenced as changing MQELA scale.
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2. QEL Selection : QEL Kinematic Correction
Near Detector analysis is performed using the data set of 1.27×1020 POT (cedar phy
version) during the period May 20, 2005 to Feb. 25, 2006. The cumulative distri-
bution of the number of total POT is shown as a function of time or run number in
Figure 24. POT counting is proportional in time. The Near Detector data is initially
selected by using the CC-like event cuts. A maximum likelihood method is used for
selecting the CC events. The particle identification parameter (PID) is developed to
discriminate between CC- and NC-like events, using one or two dimensional probabil-
ity density functions (PDF) such as track pulse height fraction, number of track-like
planes, pulse height per track-like plane, goodness of muon track fit, reconstructed
charge of track, reconstructed y, muon scattering angle and track length. These dis-
tributions are normalized to unity. A probability for each event being CC and NC
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FIG. 24: Near Detector POT distribution. POT and integrated POT distributions
are shown as a function of time or run number.
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event is given by the product of each PDFs and written in the form of PCC = Πifi(CC)
and PNC = Πifi(NC). The PID variable is constructed from those probabilities
PCC and PNC as follows; PID =
PCC
PCC+PNC
. Finally CC events are selected at
PIDAB > 0.85. More details are described in Ref. [75]. The PID distribution is
shown on the left of Figure 25. Purity and efficiency for the initial cut is calculated
as a function of neutrino energy and shown in right Figure 25. MC/data sets and
initial CC-like event selection cuts are listed as follows;
• 2008 Standard CC fiducial cut
• Negative signed one track event (ntrack = 1 and q/p < 0)
• Track vertex difference between U and V planes < 6
• Track end difference between U and V planes < 41
• Track end planes < 270
• CC-like cut : PIDAB > 0.85
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FIG. 25: Near Detector CC-like event distributions. (Left) PID (particle identifi-
cation) is the parameter to discriminate between CC- and NC-like events. MC is
normalized to the data event number. (Right) Efficiency and purity of the CC-like
event selection are shown in blue and red lines.
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The QEL interaction is nearly elastic and conserved process, νµ + n → µ− + p.
The proton is the only hadronic particle in the final state and creates shower in the
detector. Observation of proton events is one of the important key elements to con-
struct the QEL event selection procedure. Typically a maximum likelihood method
is used for selecting targeted events. Another PID parameter can be constructed to
discriminate between QEL and NonQE events, using variables that represent differ-
ences between QEL events and the other interaction types as one or two dimensional
PDFs. The method has the advantage for taking into account the different hadronic
interaction types and multiplicities found in the various interaction modes, but it is
sometimes difficult to find the appropriate parameters that characterize a proton’s
track from shower variables and is largely influenced by the uncertainties of the shower
energy and angles. The basic properties of the shower resolutions are described as
follows :
1. Most protons are recognized as showers in the detector, not as a track. A shower
is mainly treated as a scaler energy value in the CC analysis. The internal form
of shower distribution is just ignored.
2. According to the current study of hadronic interaction, hadronic shower en-
ergy is measured with a resolution of 10% and 0.050 GeV in offset due to the
intranuclear rescattering effects [44, 76, 77]. Hadronic momentum variance is
parameterized as a function of true shower energy. Its minimum value is just
the shower offset [76, 77] or the constant term of the parameterization. The
uncertainty relation can be written in the form of
∆p = ∆E
∂p
∂E
≈ Eoffset
(
1 +
1
2
(m
E
)2
+ · · ·
)
& Eoffset (4.4)
where E is hadron energy and larger than hadron mass of m and Eoffset is
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the hadronic shower offset of about 0.050 GeV, estimated from the intranuclear
rescattering effects. Thus the momentum variance is minimized with the shower
energy offset.
3. Hadronic shower angle is a vector from event vertex to shower vertex that is
formed by summing over the positions of the hits in the events. The angular
resolution is determined by making a gaussian fit on the distributions of the
angles between the true and reconstructed directions. It is well formulated in
θres = 16.67/
√
E+ 12.15/E [44]. As the shower energy decreases to low energy,
the shower direction is not very well defined and shower is most likely to form
a bulk of energy around the event vertex. Thus the angular resolution is a pi at
low energy.
QEL events are expected to reconstruct one or two tracks in a detector. Not only
will the muon track be detected, but it is also possible to observe a proton track
if the interaction is energetic enough to get out of the nucleus. Unfortunately the
MINOS detectors are not well designed to observe hadron tracks. In principle, the
proton is so heavy that its motion is classical which only allows it to create an energy
deposition less than its own mass. QEL events are most likely to create no shower
or a small amount of proton shower energy less than a few GeV. Those signals are
spherically distributed around event vertex and hence contain very little directional
information. Thus a low energy shower can be typically recognized as a point in the
MINOS detectors. To treat such shower variable in a simple manner, I would like to
make the step-by-step shower corrections (See Appendix A.). Consider the internal
form of shower energy spread that continuously transforms from a point or bulk to a
track in minimum and maximum limits. The transformation of the internal shower
spread is shown in Figure 26.
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(a) Point (b) Bulk (c) Cone (d) Track
FIG. 26: Transformation of the internal shower spread. Shower is a point and track
in minimum and maximum limits.
As a first step, assume that shower is a point-like variable at low energy. Prepare
for two kinematic cuts to select QEL events. The first kinematic cut can be defined
by shower energy less than 1 GeV. Shower energy distribution and cut are shown in
Figure 27.
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FIG. 27: Shower energy distribution. First kinematic cut of shower energy less than
1 GeV is indicated in pink line. Red histogram shows true QEL event distribution.
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The second kinematic cut is the shower variance cut formulated using the conser-
vation of energy law. Typically shower variance is calculated in position basis, but
it will be reformulated in momentum basis for the future convenience. Details are
described in Appendix A. Reconstruction procedure is described in following three
steps :
Step 1. – Energy Reconstruction : QEL neutrino energy can be reconstructed
in two different ways. One way is that the energy reconstruction only depends on
muon variables, namely QE energy spectrum. QEL interaction is nearly energy con-
served process that it can be only converted by simple four momentum vector cal-
culation. The calculation of the neutrino energy can be simplified to the following
:
EQEν (Eµ, cos θµν) =
mnEµ −m′2µ/2
mn − Eµ + pµ cos θνµ (4.5)
where m′2µ = m
2
µ−m2p +m2n. Eµ, cos θνµ, mµ, mp, mn and Eshw are the reconstructed
muon energy, angle and mass, proton and neutron masses and shower energy. Its
derivation is described in Appendix C. The second method is to reconstruct the
Neutrino
 -- Opening Angleµpθcos
Muon-Track
Proton-Shower
FIG. 28: Schematic view of QEL neutrino interaction. Incident neutrino, outgoing
muon and proton are shown in black, red and blue arrows.
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neutrino energy by using muon and shower variables together, namely CCQE energy
spectrum. Neutrino events are identified not only by muon variables, but also shower
variables. First use the QEL energy formula if an event has no shower. The CCQE
energy can be also converted by the standard CC neutrino energy reconstruction if
an event has shower. The CCQE neutrino energy is written as
ECCQEν (Eµ, cos θµν , Eshw) =
{
EQEν (Eµ, cos θµν) if Nshw = 0
Eµ + Eshw if Nshw > 0
(4.6)
Step 2. — Proton-Muon Opening Angle : The opening angle is simply de-
rived by performing four momentum vector calculation, ignoring effective binding
energy term for Fermi gas model. The formula is written in the form of
cosθµp =
EµEp − Eνmp + (m2µ +m2p −m2n)/2
pµpp
(4.7)
Muon-Track
µpθδ
Expected Proton Track
Estimated Proton Track
FIG. 29: Proton’s angular difference. Schematic view of angular differences is shown
in the top figure. Incident neutrino, outgoing muon and proton are shown in black,
red and blue. The angles converted by QE and CCQE energy spectra are shown in
light and dark blue.
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where Eν , Q
2, Ep, pp and mp are neutrino energy, momentum transfer, proton energy,
momentum and mass. The detailed calculation is described in the Appendix C.
Step 3. — Taking angular differences : The opening angular formula depends
on the neutrino energy. QE and CCQE energy formula can convert the angle into two
different forms of θQE and θCCQE. The angle calculations are constrained in physical
region. Difference between QE and CCQE angles minimized, δθ = |θQE−θCCQE| ∼ 0
if selected events are QE events. Assume that δθ = 0 if the event has no shower, and
δθ = pi if those angles are in unphysical region. If the CCQE angle matches the QE
predicted angle, within 3◦, then it is likely to be a QE event. If the CCQE angle is
more than 3◦ from the QE predicted angle, then it is likely not a QE event, as shown
in Figure 30.
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FIG. 30: Proton’s angular difference. The angular difference between QE and CCQE
spectra is used to select QEL-events. δθ distributions cuts are shown in the left and
right figures. A shower energy cut is applied for the right figure.
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3. Low- vs High-Q2 Selection
Energy transformation through the QEL interaction is not only sensitive to chang-
ing MQELA scale, but also it is linearly correlated to hadronic shower energy. It is
written in the form of Q2 ≈ 2mnEshw (x = Q2/2mNEshw = 1 if the QEL interaction).
The relation allows us to consider two types of event selection methods : Low- and
High-Q2 selections.
If the interaction weren’t sufficiently energetic, then the proton remains in nucleus
and no hadronic shower can be produced in the detector. Thus low-Q2 events can
be selected by the low shower energy cut. The QEL interactions are dominant at
low shower energy below 0.250 GeV. This cut is mainly used in first MINOS MQELA -
Analysis [78]. Efficiency5 and purity6 are 54.0% and 64.6% in total. Figure 31 shows
that the purity and efficiency as a function of neutrino energy and momentum transfer.
The purity is relatively flat as a function of Q2, but the efficiency falls off at the higher
Q2 events. The purity and efficiency are conversely correlated as a function of Eν . The
purity initially rises and the efficiency drops. The cross relation between the purity
and the efficiency reflects the fact that at very low neutrino energies all interaction
types are likely to leave only small amounts of shower energy whereas at 3-4 GeV
the RES and DIS events will produce larger showers in the detector and not pass the
QEL-like selection cut. The efficiency and purity are flat above 4 GeV. Figure 31
shows the flat data/MC difference in the Q2 distribution.
5Efficiency is the probability that QEL events are survived when applying the
QEL selection and written in the form of :
Efficiency = # of true QEL events after applying the QEL selection
# of totaltrue QEL events with the initial cuts
.
6Purity is the probability that contains true QEL events in overall selected events
and formed as :
Purity = # of true QEL events after applying the QEL selection
# of the total events after applying the QEL selection
.
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FIG. 31: The low-Q2 selection is used for QEL event selection. Purity and efficiency
are shown in the top two figures as a function of neutrino energy and momentum
transfer. The Eν and Q2 distributions and data/MC ratios are shown in the middle
and bottom two figures. QE and CCQE energy reconstruction are indicated in red
and blue.
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FIG. 32: The high-Q2 selection is used for QEL event selection. Purity and efficiency
are shown in the top two figures as a function of neutrino energy and momentum
transfer. The Eν and Q2 distributions and data/MC ratios are shown in the middle
and bottom two figures. QE and CCQE energy reconstruction are indicated in red
and blue.
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On the other hand, if the interaction was energetic and generates enough energy
for a proton to get out of the nucleus, then a few hundred MeV of shower energy can
be produced in the detector. Thus high-Q2 events are selected by high shower energy
and the angle cut. Additional kinematic cut of the muon-proton opening angle shows
that the QEL interactions are dominated at δθ below 3◦. These cuts are described
in previous section. Efficiency and purity are 49.5% and 62.4% in total. Figure 32
shows that the purity and efficiency as a function of Eν and Q
2. Similarly the cross
relation is observed between the purity and efficiency as a function of Eν . The purity
is flat as a function of Q2, but the efficiency is flat at higher Q2 events. Figure 32
shows the flat data/MC difference in the Q2 distribution.
4. Event Distribution/Beam Stability
Roughly 107 CC-like events for 1.27× 1020 POT data set are observed in the Near
Detector. These data provide high statistics data set to verify the performance of
the Near Detector and the quality of CC- and QEL-like event selection procedure.
δθ < 3◦ and Eshw < 1 GeV are applied for QEL-like event selection. Track vertex and
angular distributions are shown in Figure 33. Track r2- and z-vertex distributions are
expected to be flat over the detector. Black and red lines show CC- and QEL-like
events. Flat vertex distributions are observed when applying the initial cut and the
QEL-like event selection. The track angles are distributed pointing to the neutrino
beam direction of 3◦ downward to Near and Far detectors. CC- and QEL-like events
are clearly peaked at the beam direction.
The beam energy spectrum measured during monthly period and the number of
reconstructed events as a function of time are shown in Figure 34. The CC- and
QEL-like beam energy distributions are consistent within statistical errors and show
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FIG. 33: Near Detector event distribution. r2- and z-vertex distributions are shown
in top and middle figures. They are flat over the detector. The bottom figure shows
the distributions of the track angles relative to the neutrino beam direction.
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FIG. 34: Near Detector neutrino energy distribution taken during monthly period.
The CC- and QEL-like event distributions measured during the monthly period are
shown in left and right figures. The distributions are normalized to POT and only
data obtained in the LE-10/185kA configuration is included.
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FIG. 35: Beam stability. The event number respect to the POT counting is shown
as a function of time or run number.
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no rate dependence. The event numbers respect to POT counting are shown as a
function of time or run number in Figure 35. Selected events are flat and stable over
this data taking time period.
5. Near Detector Fit
Near Detector analysis is performed with Near Detector data set of 1.27×1020 POT.
The EQEν and Q
2 distributions are simultaneously fitted to include the QEL cross sec-
tion parameter effects and to adjust the various systematic parameters in Near Detec-
tor MC spectra. These distributions are absolutely normalized by the POT counting.
Four parameters are included in the Near Detector fit; Eµ-scale, Eshw-offset, QEL
and RES MA-scales. The M
QEL
A parameter is treated as free parameter. Systematic
parameters are the Eµ-scale, Eshw-offset, QEL and RES MA-scales. Single pion reso-
nance production is one of the dominant background processes and formulated with
the MRESA parameter in generator cross section model. Changing the M
RES
A scale
largely influences the shape and normalization of the Q2 distribution. Additionally,
Q2 > 0.2 GeV2 is applied to avoid the nuclear effects. The general principles of the
fit are described below.
χ2 Definition : The statistical minimization function in the fit is defined as follows:
χ2(α0, ....αnsyst) =
nbins∑
i=0
(N expi −N obsi )2
σ2exp,i + σ
2
obs,i
+
nsyst∑
j=0
∆α2j
σ2αj
(4.8)
where N expi = N
exp
i (α0, ....αnsyst) and N
obs
i are the numbers of expected MC events
and observed data events. αj are the fitted systematic parameters, with associated
errors σα. The second term penalizes the value of χ
2 as the systematic parameters
are varied away from their nominal values. The fit minimization is performed using
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the MIGRAD algorithm provided by TMinuit routine in ROOT software package.
(The ROOT package is available at http : //root.cern.ch.) It is a variable-metric
method with inexact line search, a stable metric updating scheme, and checks for
positive-definiteness. Its disadvantage is that it depends heavily on knowledge of the
first derivatives, and fails miserably if they are very inaccurate. It is not the best
minimization algorithm, but it is the one used by the MINOS collaboration.
Binning : The binning is chosen as follows :
• 21 bins with 0.5 GeV bin width in the range of EQEν ∈ [0 : 10] GeV.
Overflow bin is above 10.0 GeV.
• 21 bins with 0.05 GeV2 bin width in the range of Q2 ∈ [0 : 10] GeV2.
Overflow bin is above 1.0 GeV2.
Fit Result : The four parameter fit result is shown in Figure 36. The best fit value
is MQELA = 1.172 GeV and doesn’t agree well to χ
2 = 228.890/37. The best fit values
of the other systematic parameters are 1.000 in the Eµ scale, −0.0517 GeV in Eshw
offset and 0.944 in the MRESA scale. More fit results are described in Appendix D.
Thus, the Near Detector data is not well explained adjusting the QEL cross section
parameter and assuming a point-like shower variable. However, the magnitude of the
discrepancies between the data and best fit values depends on the overall normaliza-
tion. 5 − 20% data/MC ratio is observed in the low energy region while the fit well
agrees in the high energy region. Initial excursion in the data/MC ratio of ∼ 30% is
reduced to ∼ 10%.
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Systematic Uncertainties : Systematic uncertainties from various sources are
described in detail below.
(1) Beam Production Model : The neutrinos from the NuMI beam are produced
from the decays of secondary pions and kaons produced in the NuMI target. The pions
account for the majority of the low neutrino flux (Eν < 30 GeV) while the kaons are
dominant at the higher energies. The EQEν and Q
2 distributions are weighted by the
best fit of the SKZP beam parameterization. The SKZP parameter fit is organized
with 26 parameters in total. (i) 16 parameters are used for the hadron productions.
The yield and differential yield of the secondary hadron productions are the dominant
uncertainties in predicting the neutrino flux from the beamline. The differential yields
from the NuMI target are formulated in
d2N
dxFdpT
= [A+BpT ]e
−Cp3/2T (4.9)
where A, B and C are parameterized as a function of xF . The pT distributions of
negative pions and kaons from the NuMI target are calculated using Fluka2005, for
several bins of xF . They are defined as follows :
A(xF ) = a1(1− xF )a2(1 + a3xF )x−a4xF
B(xF ) = b1(1− xF )b2(1 + b3xF )x−b4xF
C(xF ) =
{
c1/x
c2
F + c3 if xF < 0.22
c1e
c2xF−c3 + c4xF + c5 if xF > 0.22
where xF = pz/120 GeV and ai, bi and ci are parameter coefficients. The importance
weights for each meson are determined with 16 hadron production parameters (p0
to p15) in Equation (4.10) to (4.13). The ratios of target yield pi
−/pi+ and K−/K+
are well constrained with 5% and 20% uncertainties at 1σ level. The weights for
negatively charged mesons are linearly correlated to the positively charged ones and
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determined by a simultaneous fit to anti-muon neutrino data samples.
W (pi+, xF ) =
[A′pi+ +B
′
pi+pT ]e
−C′
pi+
p
3/2
T
[Api+ +Bpi+pT ]e
−Cpi+p
3/2
T
(4.10)
W (K+, xF ) =
[A′K+ +B
′
K+pT ]e
−C′
K+
p
3/2
T
[AK+ +BK+pT ]e
−CK+p
3/2
T
(4.11)
W (pi−, xF ) = (p12 + p13 xF )W (pi+, xF ) (4.12)
W (K−, xF ) = (p14 + p15 xF )W (K+, xF ) (4.13)
where A(xF ), B(xF ) and C(xF ) are redefined in following;
A′pi+(xF ) = (p0 + p1 xF )Api+(xF )
B′pi+(xF ) = (p2 + p3 xF )Bpi+(xF )
C ′pi+(xF ) = (p4 + p5 xF )Cpi+(xF )
A′K+(xF ) = (p6 + p7 xF )AK+(xF )
B′K+(xF ) = (p8 + p9 xF )BK+(xF )
C ′K+(xF ) = (p10 + p11 xF )CK+(xF )
(ii) 5 parameters are related to the systematic uncertainties of the target position;
horn 1 offset (1σ = 1 mm), baﬄe scraping (1σ = 0.25 %), POT uncertainty (1σ =
2%), and horn current miscalibration (1σ = 1%) and distribution (1σ = difference
between δ = inf and δ = 6 mm). (iii) The other 5 parameters are used for taking
into account the detector and ν¯µ cross section effects; neutrino energy miscalibration
(1σ = 5%), shower energy offset (1σ = 50 MeV), NC for νµ and ν¯µ (1σ = 30%), and
ν¯µ cross section (1σ = 30%). More details are well studied in Ref. [73].
(2) Muon Energy Scale : Calculation of EQELν and Q
2 strongly depends on muon
momentum for each event. Changing Eµ-scale will affect the shape of Q
2 distributions
and MQELA measurement. Taking into account of the uncertainties in dE/dX for both
range and curvature measurement yields a 2% uncertainty of absolute muon energy
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scale. A 2% change in muon energy scale gives ±0.08 GeV error in the MQELA fit value.
Approximately shifting ∼ ±0.05 GeV in MA-scale can propagate to change a small
number of events up or down in one Eν and Q
2 bins. Figure 37 shows that changing
the muon energy scale largely influences the shape of the Q2 and Eν distributions.
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FIG. 37: ±0.02 shifts of Eµ-scale for the Eν and Q2 distributions and data/MC ratios.
(3) Absolute Shower Energy Scale : 10% and 0.050 GeV uncertainties of ab-
solute shower energy scale and offset are the largest systematic effect, which are the
sum in quadrature of a 5.7% uncertainty in the calorimeter response to hadrons as
determined from the test beam measurements, a 2.3% uncertainty in the energy scale
calibration and a 8.2% uncertainty due to the intranuclear rescattering effect of miss-
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ing pion energy in the final state of hadrons [44, 76, 77]. Figures 38 and 39 show that
shower energy scale and offset shifts in the Q2 and Eν distributions. Normalization of
the Q2 and Eν distributions is mainly influenced by changing the shower energy scale.
On the other hand, the shape of the Q2 distribution is largely affected by changing
the offset.
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FIG. 38: ±0.10 shifts of Eshw-scale for the Eν and Q2 distributions and data/MC
ratios.
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FIG. 39: ±0.050 GeV shifts of Eshw-offset for the Eν and Q2 distributions and
data/MC ratios.
(4) Neutrino-Nucleon Interactions : Neutrino-nucleus interactions in the MI-
NOS detectors are modelled using the NEUGEN event generator [79]. NEUGEN
simulates the quasi elastic and inelastic neutrino scattering processes that occur in
the MINOS detectors. Figure 21 shows the muon neutrino cross section per neutrino
energy as a function of neutrino energy. Total CC cross section uncertainty can be
broken down into systematic uncertainties in the normalization of the QEL, RES and
RES/DIS-transition cross sections. These uncertainties are discussed below.
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(4.1) The inelastic background scale parameter is applied to non-QEL events in the
QEL event sample, which are mainly composed of RES and DIS events. Contribution
of the DIS events are small, but not negligible. A 5% uncertainty for the QEL+RES
cross section parameter and the 3% uncertainty for the normalization of the DIS cross
section at high invariant mass (W > 1.7 GeV) are estimated from earlier global Q2
and cross section fits of the deuterium experiments [72, 80, 79]. The DIS components
of the QEL event sample are small and located at low invariant mass. Thus, a 1σ
uncertainty of 5% is assigned to the NonQE background scale parameter.
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FIG. 40: ±0.15 shifts of MQELA -scale for the Eν and Q2 distributions and data/MC
ratios.
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(4.2) The 5−15% uncertainty of the QEL and RES cross sections also contributes
to the source of systematic error. The QEL and RES cross sections are well modeled
using two parameters in the dipole form of the axial-vector form factor. Nominal
values of the QEL and RES MA are 0.99 and 1.12 GeV respectively in the NEUGEN
model. The primary effects of varying the QEL and RES MA parameters significantly
appear to disturb the shape and normalization of the Q2 distribution. Figures 40
and 41 show the effects of changing the QEL and RES MA scale in the Eν and Q
2
distributions respectively and illustrates a change in the shape and normalization.
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FIG. 41: ±0.15 shifts of MRESA -scale for the Eν and Q2 distributions and data/MC
ratios.
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(4.3) The 10 − 20% uncertainty in the RES/DIS transition energy factors also
contributes to the source of systematic error. NEUGEN uses a Rein-Sehgal based
treatment of the RES production, and the CC and NC coherent pion productions
and a modified DIS model extended to improve the treatment in the transition region
between the DIS and RES production [79]. The cross section in the transition region
is well modeled using the rijk parameter in the NEUGEN model, where i, j and k
indicate the CC/NC interaction, initial state of interaction and pion multiplicity in
final state of interaction. Estimated errors on the rij2 and rij3 parameters are 0.1 and
0.2 respectively. a +/− 1σ is defined to be simultaneous positive/negative shift of
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FIG. 42: ±1σ shifts of MRESA -scale and RES/DIS-transition scale for the Q2 and Eν
distributions and data/MC ratios.
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the estimated errors in all transition parameters. Figure 42 shows ±1σ shift of the
transition scale in the Eν and Q
2 distributions.
(5) The RFG model : Nuclear effects of the RFG model are dominant in the
low-Q2 region. In the RFG model, if all energy states are filled below the surface,
then any interaction with the momentum transfer that leaves the final state nucleon
with momentum less than the Fermi momentum is blocked by so called Pauli blocking.
Figure 43 shows an example of the Pauli suppression in the low-Q2 region, compared
to a free nucleon. The κ parameter in the RFG model can be adjusted to modify the
level of the suppression. Alternatively, the Q2 > 0.2 GeV2 cut is applied to avoid the
nuclear effect in this analysis.
FIG. 43: Pauli blocking suppression effects. Differential neutrino-nucleon cross sec-
tion is shown as a function of Q2. Low-Q2 values are largely influenced by the Pauli-
Suppression effects in the RFG mode, compared to the free nucleon prediction. The
figure is referenced from [78].
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C. The Far Detector Analysis
The neutrino oscillation analysis is performed using Far Detector data. The un-
oscillated spectrum at the Far Detector is predicted using two different approaches.
The first method uses the beam matrix method that directly converts the Near De-
tector data spectrum to the Far Detector. Relative adjustments of energy spectrum
are made between the Near and Far Detectors and are less sensitive to uncertainties
in the absolute flux, cross-sections and detector acceptance. The Near Detector data
are used as measured without further constraining the MC simulation. The QEL os-
cillation analysis is studied using this method in Ref. [81]. The second method uses
the Near Detector fit method that indirectly extrapolates the beam spectra using
the Near Detector data to constrain the MC calculation of the neutrino flux, cross-
sections and detector acceptance [45]. The improved MC is then used to calculate
the energy spectrum expected at the Far Detector. The QEL oscillation analysis
performed here uses the Near Detector fit result, where the best values of the Near
Detector systematic parameter fit are simply transfered to the Far Detector MC to
predict the unoscillated spectrum.
1. QEL Selection : QEL Kinematic Correction
The Far Detector data set of 2.50 × 1020 POT (cedar phy version) taken during
the period May 20, 2005 to Feb. 25, 2006 and Sep. 22, 2006 to March 31, 2007 is
used for this oscillation analysis. The cumulative distribution of the number of total
POT is shown as a function of time or run number in Figure 44. POT counting
is proportional to run time. The low energy beam was not operational during the
flat region between run number 9874 and 10776. The Far Detector data is initially
selected using the CC-like event cuts. CC events are selected with PIDAB > 0.85
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FIG. 44: POT and integrated POT distributions. POT and integrated POT distri-
butions are shown as a function of time or run number. Low energy beam was not
operation during the flat period.
[75]. The PID distribution is shown in Figure 45 (left). From the PID selection, the
efficiency and purity are 0.911 and 0.991 respectively. They are shown as a function of
neutrino energy in Figure 45 (right). MC/data sets and initial CC-like event selection
cuts are listed as follows;
Initial cuts :
• 2008 Standard CC fiducial cut
• Negative signed one track event (ntrack = 1 and q/p < 0)
• Track angle cut (cos θµν > 0.6)
• CC-like cut : PIDAB > 0.85
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Using the High-Q2 selection described in the Near Detector analysis section, the
proton-muon opening angular distribution is calculated for the Far Detector. Simi-
larly δθ < 3◦ and Eshw < 1 GeV are applied for QEL-like event selection for the Far
Detector data. Shower energy and δθ distributions are shown in Figure 47. MC is
normalized to the data event number. The purity and efficiency are 0.489 and 0.601
respectively for selecting QEL-like events. Figure 47 shows the purity and efficiency
as a function of neutrino energy.
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FIG. 45: Far Detector CC-like event distributions. (Left) PID(particle identification)
is the parameter used to discriminate between CC- and NC-like events. The MC data
is normalized to the data event number. (Right) Efficiency and purity of the CC-like
event selection are shown in blue and red lines respectively.
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FIG. 46: Far Detector QEL-like event cuts. (Left) Shower energy distribution is
shown with only initial cuts. The pink line is for the shower energy cut at 1 GeV.
(Right) δθ distribution with the shower energy cut. The pink line is for the angle cut
at 3◦. MC is normalized to the data event number for the shower and angle figures.
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FIG. 47: Far Detector QEL-like event cuts. Purity and efficiency as a function of the
energy are shown in red and blue lines respectively.
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2. Event Distribution/Beam Stability
Several criteria were applied to check the performance of Far Detector and the
quality of CC- and QEL-like event selection procedure. First, track vertex and angular
distributions are shown in Figure 48. Track r2- and z-vertex distributions are expected
to be flat over the detector. Black and red lines show CC- and QEL-like events. Flat
vertex distributions are observed when applying the initial cut and the QEL-like event
selection. Track angles must be greater than 0.6 to remove cosmic ray events and
distributed pointing to the neutrino beam direction of 3◦ upward from the target
position. CC- and QEL-like events are clearly peaked at the beam direction.
Second criteria is that the event time distribution relative to the predicted beam
spill at the Far Detector must be stable within 50 µs time window. Figure 49 shows
that the selected events are distributed in 50 µs window. The CC- and QEL-like
event numbers with respect to the POT counting are shown as a function of time
or run number in Figure 50 . Flat distributions are observed indicates the data are
stable over this data taking time period.
3. Oscillation Fit
The oscillation fit is performed with Far Detector data sets of 2.50×1020 POT. The
Far Detector expected spectrum is predicted using the best values of the Near Detector
fit with the MRESA -scale parameter, which is sensitive to the flux and uncertainties
of systematic parameters and not only depends on the Q2 distributions, but also Eν
distributions. A mock data oscillation fit result is presented in Appendix E. The
details of data fit are as follows :
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FIG. 48: Far Detector event distributions. r2- and z-vertex distributions are shown
in top and middle figures. The left bottom figure shows the distributions of the track
angles relative to the neutrino beam direction. MC distributions are normalized to
the data event number.
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FIG. 49: Event timing distribution. The event timing relative to the predicted beam
spill at Far Detector are distributed within 50µs timing window.
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FIG. 50: Beam stability. The CC- and QEL-like event number respect to the POT
counting is shown as a function of time or run number.
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χ2 Definition : The statistical minimization function in the fit is defined as follows:
χ2 =
nbins∑
i=0
2(N expi −N obsi ) + 2N obsi ln(N obsi /N expi ) +
nsyst∑
j=0
∆α2j
σ2αj
(4.14)
where N obsi and N
exp
i (∆m
2
32, sin
2(2θ23), α0, ...αn) are the observed and expected num-
ber of events at i-th bin. The second term penalizes the value of χ2 as the systematic
parameters are varied away from their nominal values. αj are the systematic parame-
ters, with associated errors σα identified in the Near Detector fit. The expected event
number is weighted by Equation (2.5) where L and E are the distance between the
Near and Far Detectors and neutrino initial energy.
Binning : 10 bins with 1.0 GeV bin width in the range of EQEν ∈ [0 : 10] GeV.
Fit Results : The result of the oscillation parameter fit to data is shown in Fig-
ure 51. The fit is constrained to only use values of sin2(2θ) ≤ 1.0 in physical region.
Equations (2.5) and (2.4) show that the mixing angle is associated to the probability
amplitude and sensitive to measure event detection rate and statistics at the maxi-
mally oscillated position. The null oscillation hypothesis has a χ2/dof = 36.306/9 and
is disfavored at 4.93σ level. Furthermore, a 1D oscillation fit is performed only with
the mass differences while the mixing is constrained to maximal value. The 1D fit re-
sult is shown at Figure 52. The best fit value is ∆m2 = 2.10 ± 0.37 (stat.)×10−3 eV2
with a χ2/dof = 13.857/10. The obtained ∆m2 values from those two and one di-
mensional oscillation fits agree to ∼ 1σ level.
Typically the mixing is treated as a free parameter in the oscillation analysis,
but the mixing is constrained to the maximal value in the 1D oscillation fit for the
following reason. The ∆m2 measurement is less dependent on statistics and strongly
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FIG. 51: Far Detector 2D oscillation fit result to the data. Oscillation Analysis result
for 2.50×1020 pot data set, using the Near Detector fit result. Red line is for the best
fit oscillated spectrum. Black and blue lines are for the best fit and nominal expected
spectra.
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FIG. 52: Far Detector 1D oscillation fit result to the data. Oscillation Analysis result
for 2.50× 1020 pot data set, using the Near Detector fit result. Mixing angle is fixed
to maximal. Red line is for the best fit oscillated spectrum. Black and blue lines are
for the best fit and nominal expected spectra. The ∆χ2 curve of the ∆m2 parameter
respect to the best fit ∆m2 is shown in the bottom figure.
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depends on the beam energy position. As described in the section IV.A, the MINOS
high energy data sample is sensitive to constrain the high-∆m2 region and is expected
to improve the upper bound on the value of ∆m2. However, significant improvement of
the mixing measurement is not expected performing current and future low statistics
QEL analyses. The mixing angle can be more precisely measured with high statistics
events. Low statistics data samples from the SK, K2K and MINOS experiments are
consistent with the best fit values of the mixing largely fluctuated to the unphysical
region and not significantly sensitive to constrain the mixing from the maximal to non-
maximal values [42, 43, 51, 9, 82]. For instance, the MINOS experiment has collected
the highest statistics data samples up to 7.5 × 1020 POT and stops taking neutrino
data in the fall of 2009. Roughly 1900 CC-like events are estimated to be observed at
the Far Detector and are expected to reach the sensitivity of sin2(2θ) > 0.95 at 68%
C.L. [46]. Thus these data samples are low statistics and not sensitive to measure
the deviation from the maximal mixing. In addition, the upcoming T2K and NOνA
experiments [47, 49] are planned to operate a 3-5 years neutrino running at the 0.7-
0.75 MW beam power and to increase the proton intensity up to 18 × 1020 POT.
These high statistics data samples will allow for much higher precision measurements
of these oscillation parameters.
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Systematic effects : High statistics Far Detector ”fake” (or mock) data set is
generated applying the best fit values of the oscillation parameters and ±1σ sys-
tematic errors. The effects of the systematic uncertainties discussed in the section
IV.B.5 are evaluated by performing a fit on the modified data set. The difference
between the best fit and the values obtained by the modified MC fit is calculated
for each systematic parameter and shown in Table III. Those shifts are small and
often negligible, comparing to the expected statistical errors for the best fit value of
∆m2 = 2.102 × 10−3 eV2 and sin2(2θ) = 1.00. The largest systematic effects are
found to be the uncertainty of the shower energy offset, and the QEL cross section.
The ∆m2 value is sensitive to the uncertainty of the QEL MA-scale. The mixing and
expected event number are largely influenced by the uncertainty of the shower offset
due to the strong shower dependent on the QEL selection procedure. Furthermore,
the systematic effect for the 4% uncertainty of the relative normalization is so small
that the data/MC disagreement observed in the Near Detector fit is negligible to the
oscillation measurement. The uncertainty is composed from a 2% uncertainty in the
fiducial mass of both detectors, a 3% uncertainty in the relative Near and Far Detec-
tor reconstruction efficiencies, estimated from a visual scan of Near and Far Detector
data and Monte Carlo events, and a 1% uncertainty in the live time.
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Table III: Systematic shift for oscillation parameters. The systematic shifts for the
fitted parameters are calculated with MC ”fake” (or mock) data samples for ∆m2 =
2.102 × 10−3 eV2 and sin2(2θ) = 1.00. Systematic shifts for ∆m2, sin2(2θ) and the
expected event number respect to the 1020 POT counting are shown in 3rd, 4th and
5th columns.
parameters uncertainty δ(∆m2)× 10−3 δ(sin2(2θ)) δ(Exp./1020POT)
Normalization ± 0.04 ± 0.0458 ± 0.0036 ± 1.3231
Eµ scale ± 0.02 ± 0.0318 ± 0.0064 ± 0.7834
Eshw offset [GeV] ± 0.050 ± 0.0978 ± 0.0368 ± 3.5119
MQELA scale ± 0.15 ± 0.1849 ± 0.0261 ± 2.7326
MRESA scale ± 0.15 ± 0.0966 ± 0.0046 ± 1.6292
RES/DIS-transition scale ± 0.0098 ± 0.0000 ± 0.4000
Beam ± 0.0079 ± 0.0048 ± 1.6676
Sum in quadrature ± 0.2374 ± 0.0462 ± 5.2694
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The QEL oscillation analysis is performed using the Far Detector data set of
2.50 × 1020 POT for the purpose of improving the measurement of the neutrino
oscillations at the low-∆m2 region. The Far Detector expected spectrum is predicted
using the best fit values of the Near Detector analysis. MINOS observes significant
suppression in the total number of QEL-like events and a distortion of the Far Detector
energy spectrum as expected due to the neutrino oscillations. The 55 QEL-like events
are observed at the Far Detector while the 87.06 ± 13.17 (syst.) QEL-like events
are expected with the null oscillation hypothesis. These data are consistent with νµ
disappearance via oscillation with ∆m2 = 2.10 ± 0.37 (stat.) ± 0.24 (syst.) eV2
and the maximal mixing angle. The resulting 68% and 90% C.L. intervals for the
oscillation parameters ∆m2 and sin2(2θ) are shown in solid and blue lines in Figure 53.
The allowed ∆m2 region at the maximal mixing is between 1.10 and 3.10× 10−3 eV2
at the 90% C.L., including the statistical and systematic errors. Figure 53 also shows
that the QEL oscillation contour is good agreement with the K2K QEL events allowed
∆m2 region between 1.9 and 3.5 × 10−3 eV2 at the 90% C.L. with a best fit value
of 2.8 × 10−3 eV2 and sin2(2θ) = 1.0 [71, 51]. Thus an upper bound on the value of
∆m2 at the maximal mixing is improved with MINOS high energy data.
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FIG. 53: Comparison of the QEL oscillation contour. The 68% and 90% C.L. al-
lowed regions for the oscillation parameters are shown in solid and dashed blue lines.
Systematic errors are not included in the contour for the oscillation fit to the QEL
data sample. Also shown are contours from previous experiments [42, 43, 71, 51] and
MINOS earlier results [9, 45].
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APPENDIX A
APPLICATION OF FOURIER TRANSFORMATION TO THE QEL SELECTION
PROCEDURE
High energy muon can be detected as a track in the MINOS detector, but hadronic
particles can be recognized in the various forms of shower energy that spreads around
the muon track vertex. The directions that these low energy hadrons travel through
space can not be clearly specified with the MINOS detectors. Thus, the MINOS
CC-analysis typically treats the shower as a scaler or point-like variable and ignores
internal form of shower energy spread. However, the use of the Fourier transformation
[83] allows one to replace the point-like energy value with a quantity that includes
the spacial distributions of energy in the shower. There are two advantages to ap-
ply this transformation. First consider the internal spread of shower energy and the
shower energy density as a function of shower strip positions. The function is pa-
rameterized in terms of the radial and angular scaling factors of the internal shower
spread. The transformation can convert the density function, ρ(r) in position basis
into an associated amplitude, f(p) in momentum basis. Essentially, the |f(p)|2 is the
probability that the shower spreads around the track vertex under the impact of the
internal hadron momentum. The probability function can then be applied to modify
the shower energy distribution and to obtain an effect similar to the MC smearing
effect [78]. Secondary advantage is through the uncertainty relation. It states that
the momentum-position variance product can not be less than a certain minimum
value. It is impossible simultaneously to specify arbitrary functions of momentum
and position spectra together. The momentum variance and its minimum can be
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uniquely formulated as a function of the internal shower scaling factors. The mo-
mentum variance is inversely correlated to the position variance largely dominated
with detector’s grid size. Thus all physical properties can be converted into better
precision in the momentum basis if the uncertainty relation is always minimized un-
der the transformation (∆p ≈ 1
4pi∆x
). For example, the shower angular variance, δθ
is typically calculated in position basis. The shower is most likely to form a bulk of
energy around event vertex in the MINOS detector. The shower resolution is fully
ambiguous (δθ ∼ pi), but it may be able to reach better precision in momentum space
throughout the Fourier transformation. This transformation can be considered in the
three stages described below.
1. Point-like shower spread (QEL Kinematic Correction) — Assume that the
shower is a point and uniformly distributed at the track vertex. In this stage,
the shower is defined in the simplest form. Two QEL kinematic cuts are pre-
pared for selecting the QEL events and depend on proton’s momentum. Details
are discussed in the section 4.2.2.
2. Global form of the internal shower spread (Explicit Shower Correction) — Con-
sider the global form of the internal shower energy spread and the shower density
function that continuously transforms from a point to a track in minimum and
(a) Point (b) Bulk (c) Cone (d) Track
FIG. 54: The transformation of the internal shower spread. Shower is a point and
track in minimum and maximum limits.
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maximum limits. The transformation of the shower energy density is shown in
Figure 54.
Apply the Fourier transformation to transform the internal shower distribution
in position space to that in momentum space. The transformation can convert
measurements in position basis into better precision in momentum basis if the
function satisfies minimum relation. The transformation is written in the form
of
Point− like =⇒ Internal Spread : f(p) =
∫
ρ(~r)ei(~p−~p0)·~rd~r (A.1)
where ρ(~r) is the shower energy density function in position and can be modified
from data and MC. The normalization condition is
∫
ρ(~r)d~r = 1. ~p0 is at the
peak of the density function. The |f(p)|2 is the probability that the shower
spreads around the track vertex as a function of the internal shower momentum.
Finally the f(p) will be applied to modify the kinematic based selection. An
example of the shower density function is described in Appendix B.
3. Local shift of the internal shower spread (Nuclear Correction) — The QEL
interaction is approximately elastic and energy conserved process. Consider
possible nuclear effects to violate the conservation law. Most physics effects will
appear as phase shifts in local scale of the density function and not so much
effective to change the resolutions, but the intranuclear rescattering effects may
be able to largely push up the momentum and angular variances. Possible
nuclear effects are listed as follows; (1) the effective binding energy term for
the RFG model (mn ⇒ mn − B), (2) the Pauli-blocking nuclear effect (free
nucleon ⇒ κ) and (3) the Intranuclear rescattering effect (ρ(~r)on ⇐⇒ ρ(~r)off ).
A detailed exploration of these effects will be the subject of future analyses.
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APPENDIX B
AN EXAMPLE OF THE SHOWER DENSITY FUNCTION
Consider symmetric shower spread respect to track vertex. Assume the simple
shower density function in position space, ρ(r) = e−Mr and do the Fourier transfor-
mation to convert it in momentum space. M is the scale factor that represent the
size of the shower spread. Detailed calculations are discussed as follows;
1. Do the Fourier transformation for the bulk-like shower energy spread.
f(p) =
∫
ρ(r′)ei(~p− ~p0)·~rd3r =
∫
ρ(r)ei(p−p0)r cos θr2drdφ′
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ
= 2pi
∫
ρ(r′)ei(p−p0)r cos θr2dr
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ
= 2pi
∫
ρ(r′)
ei(p−p0)r − e−i(p−p0)r
2i(p− p0)r 2r
2dr
=
( 4pi
p− p0
)∫
ρ(r) sin((p− p0)r)rdr
=
( 4pi
p− p0
)∫ ∞
0
e−Mr sin((p− p0)r)rdr =
( 4pi
M3
)
(1 + (p−p0
M
)2)2
where the constant term in numerator will be vanished due to normalization
condition
∫
ρ(r′)d3r′ = 1. Finally the density function in momentum and posi-
tion spaces can be written in the form of
f(p) =
f(p0)
(1 + (p−p0
M
)2)2
(B.1)
ρ(r) = ρ0e
−Mr (B.2)
where f(p0) and ρ0 are normalization factors. Note that the shower is symmet-
rically distributed around the event vertex. Figure 55 shows the ρ(r) and f(p)
distribution when varying the M -scale.
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2. The uncertainty relation can be converted as follows;
(∆r)2 =< r2 > − < r >2= f”(p0)−4pi2f(p0) +
1
4pi2
[f ′(p0)
f(p0)
]
where f ′(p0) is canceled out and f”(p0) is calculated as follows;
f”(p0) =
∂2
∂p2
( f(p0)
(1 + (p−p0
M
)2)2
)∣∣∣
p=p0
= f(p0)(−4)
( 2
M
)2
If inserting it to the position variance, then
(∆r)2 =
f(p0)(−4)( 1M )2
−4pi2f(p0) =
( 1
piM
)2
Thus, the position variance is written in the form of
∆r =
1
piM
If inserting the position variance to the uncertainty relation, then the momen-
tum variance can be converted to
∆p ≥ 1
4pi∆r
=
1
4pi 1
piM
=
1
4
M
Thus, the momentum variance is parameterized in terms of the M-scale and
angular factors. It is minimized if the relation takes equivalent. Minimum value
of the M-scale factor is approximately M ∼ 1
r0
. The momentum uncertainty is
estimated as follows;
∆p & 1
4r0
≈ 1
4
√
(2.54 + 2.40 + 1.0
2
)2 + (4.10
√
2
2
)2
≈ 0.043 (B.3)
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where r0 is the detector grid size in an unit of cm, that is converted by 2.54 cm
steel and 4.10 cm × 1.00 cm scintillation plates, and 2.40cm air gap. First
estimated minimum value is approximately consistent to the minimum value in
Equation (4.4). Most physics effects appear as phase shift in local scale of the
density function and not so much effective to change the M-scale factor. But,
the intranuclear rescattering effects may be able to largely push up the M-scale
factor. More physics effects will be studied in detail at the 3rd stage.
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FIG. 55: Example for shower density function. Set f(p0) = ρ0 = 1.0 for fixed shower
energy. Left and right figures show the ρ(r) and f(p) when varying the M-scale.
Changing the M -scale is sensitive to change the function width respect to position
and momentum. Applying the |f(p)|2 is expected to change the shower energy and
δθ-distribution.
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF FORMULA
Derivation of the QEL kinematic formula is shown in this Appendix. All formula
calculations start from
pν + pn ≈ pp + pµ (C.1)
where pν = (Eν , ~pν), pn = (mn, 0), pp = (Ep, ~pp) and pµ = (Eµ, ~pµ) are neutrino,
neutron, proton and muon four-momentum in the lab frame.
1. Neutrino Energy
pν + pn − pµ = pp
(pν + pn − pµ)2 = p2p
m2ν + 2pνpn +m
2
n − 2pνpµ − 2pnpµ +m2µ = m2p
2Eνmn +m
2
n − 2Eν(Eµ − |~pµ| cos θνµ)− 2mnEµ +m2µ = m2p
2Eν(mn − Eµ + |~pµ| cos θνµ) = 2mnEµ − (m2µ +m2n −m2p)
Eν =
mnEµ − (m2µ +m2n −m2p)/2
mn − Eµ + |~pµ| cos θνµ (C.2)
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2. Proton-Muon Opening Angle
(pν + pn)
2 = (pp + pµ)
2
m2ν + 2pνpn +m
2
n = m
2
µ + 2pµpp +m
2
p
2Eνmn +m
2
n = m
2
µ + 2(EµEp − |~pµ||~pp| cos θpµ) +m2p
EµEp − |~pµ||~pp| cos θpµ = Eνmn − (m2µ +m2p −m2n)/2
Set m′2µ = m
2
µ +m
2
p −m2n
|~pµ||~pp| cos θpµ = EµEp − Eνmn +m′2µ /2
cos θpµ =
EµEp − Eνmn +m′2µ /2
|~pµ||~pp| (C.3)
3. Invariant Mass
W 2 = (pn + q)
2
= m2n + 2pnq + q
2 = m2n + 2pnq −Q2
= m2n + 2pn(pν − pµ)−Q2 = m2n + 2mn(Eν − Eµ)−Q2
= m2n + 2mnEshw −Q2
W 2 = m2n + 2mnEshw −Q2 (C.4)
Convert proton’s energy. The W 2 can be written in the other form.
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W 2 = m2n + 2pnq −Q2
= m2n + 2pn(pp − pn)−Q2
= m2n + 2mnEp − 2m2n −Q2
Ep =
m2n +W
2 +Q2
2mn
(C.5)
If inserting the W 2, then
Ep =
m2n+W
2+Q2
2mn
= 1
2mn
(m2n +m
2
n + 2mnEshw)
Ep = mn + Eshw (shower dependent form) (C.6)
If W 2 → m2p, then
Ep =
m2n +m
2
p +Q
2
2mn
(muon dependent form) (C.7)
4. Momentum Transfer
Q2 = −q2 =
= −(pν − pµ)2 = −m2ν + 2pνpµ −m2µ
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Q2 ≈ 2Eν(Eµ − |~pµ| cos θµν)−m2µ (muon dependent form) (C.8)
In the other form
= −(pp − pn)2 = −m2p + 2pppn −m2n
= −m2p + 2mnEp −m2n
Insert Ep = mn + Eshw
= −m2p + 2mn(mn + Eshw)−m2n = 2m2n −m2p −m2n + 2mnEshw
Q2 ≈ 2mnEshw (shower dependent form) (C.9)
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APPENDIX D
NEAR DETECTOR FIT
Four parameters are included in the Near Detector fit. The MQELA parameter is
treated as a free parameter. Systematic parameters are the Eµ-scale, Eshw-offset,
NonQE background scale and MQELA -scale. The NonQE background spectrum is nor-
malized by the NonQE background event scale. Two fit configurations are prepared
for the Near Detector fit. (1) The shape-only Q2 fit is configured to use the Q2 dis-
tribution normalized by the area equally integrated by the histogram bin contents.
It takes the advantages that the flux and systematic uncertainties are less sensitive
to the shape of the Q2 distributions. (2) The shape+rate Q2/EQEν simultaneous fit is
configured to use both of the Q2 and Eν distributions that are absolutely normalized
by the POT counting. Note that the MC smearing effects to smooth out the discon-
tinuous χ2 surface is not included in those fits [78]. Mock and read data fit results
are shown as follows :
Mock data fit results : Mock data analysis is performed for the purpose of testing
the ability of the QEL cross section and oscillation parameter fitting procedures and
the extrapolation method to predict correct Far Detector expected spectrum from
the Near Detector spectrum. The Near Detector mock data is generated with the
true values of the systematic parameters; 0.980 in the Eµ-scale, −0.035 GeV in the
Eshw-offset, 1.000 in the NonQE-scale and 1.250 in the M
QEL
A -scale. The mock
data fit result is shown in Table IV. The shape-only fit result is shown in second
column of the table. The best fit value is MQELA = 1.208 GeV and well agrees to
χ2 = 14.354/17. The Eν and Q
2 distributions, and the parameter ∆χ2 curves respect
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to the shape-only best fit value are shown in Figures 56 and 57. Figure 58 shows the
parameter correlations. The MQELA -scale is not correlated to the Eµ-scale, Eshw-offset
and NonQE background scale while the MQELA -scale is largely anti-correlated to the
background scale. The Eµ-scale is largely anti-correlated to the Eshw-offset, due to
the strong shower and muon energy dependency in the QEL kinematic selection. The
background scale are more likely correlated to the cross section parameters, not to
the muon and shower energy scales. Furthermore, the shape+rate fit result is shown
in third column of the table. The best fit value is MQELA = 1.209 GeV and well agrees
to χ2 = 34.667/38. The Eν and Q
2 distributions, and the parameter ∆χ2 curves
respect to the shape-only best fit value are shown in Figures 59 and 60. Figure 61
shows the parameter correlations and that the MQELA -scale is largely correlated to the
other parameters.
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Table IV: Near Detector mock data fit results. Four parameters are included in the
Near Detector shape-only and shape+rate fits. The Near Detector mock data set is
generated with the detector and cross section parameters and SKZP reweighted beam
spectrum. The minimum values of the χ2 are less than degree of freedom.
True shape-only fit rate+shape fit
Q2 cut Q2 > 0.2 GeV2
MC 0.20057× 1020 pot
Mock Data 0.19418× 1020 pot
Fit Result
Obs. Events 19690.3
Exp. Events 19311.5 19577.1
Obs/Exp Events 1.01962 1.00578
Eµ scale 0.980 0.988 0.979
Eshw offset [GeV] −0.035 −0.0358 −0.0332
NonQE Background 1.000 1.000 1.013
MQELA scale 1.250 1.196 1.197
χ2(Eν) N/A 18.351
χ2(Q2) 13.469 14.654
χ2(syst .) 0.885 1.662
χ2(total)/dof 14.354/17 34.667/38
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— Shape-only Fit Result —
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2 distributions of the shape-only fit to the mock data. Blue
and red lines show nominal and best fit spectra.
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FIG. 58: The parameter correlations of the shape-only fit to the mock data.
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— Shape+Rate Fit Result —
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FIG. 59: The EQELν and Q
2 distributions of the shape+rate fit to the mock data.
Blue and red lines show nominal and best fit spectra.
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FIG. 60: The parameter ∆χ2 curves of the shape+rate fit to the mock data.
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FIG. 61: The parameter correlations of the shape+rate fit to the mock data.
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Data fit results : Data fit results are shown in Table V. (I) The shape-only fit
result is shown in third column of the table. The best fit value is MQELA = 1.143 GeV
and doesn’t agree to χ2 = 42.768/16. The Eν and Q
2 distributions, and the parameter
∆χ2 curves respect to the shape-only best fit value are shown in Figures 62 and 63.
Figure 64 shows the parameter correlations. (III) The shape+rate fit result is also
shown in fifth column of the table. The best fit value is MQELA = 1.095 GeV and
doesn’t agree to χ2 = 163.328/37. The Eν and Q
2 distributions, and the parameter
∆χ2 curves respect to the shape-only best fit value are shown in Figures 65 and 66.
Figure 67 shows the parameter correlations.
Furthermore, two more fit results are shown in the table. Single pion resonance
production is one of the dominant background processes and well formulated with
the MRESA scale in the NUEGEN event generator. Changing the M
RES
A scale largely
influences the shape and normalization of the Q2 distribution. For scaling the back-
ground spectrum in better shape, the MRESA -scale is used in these additional fits,
instead of the background scale. (II) The shape-only fit result is shown in fourth
column of the table. The best fit value is MQELA = 1.223 GeV and doesn’t agree
to χ2 = 41.411/16. The Eν and Q
2 distributions, and the parameter ∆χ2 curves
respect to the shape-only best fit value are shown in Figures 68 and 69. Figure 70
shows the parameter correlations. (IV) The shape+rate fit result is also shown in
sixth column of the table. The best fit value is MQELA = 1.196 GeV and doesn’t agree
to χ2 = 228.890/37. The Eν and Q
2 distributions, and the parameter ∆χ2 curves
respect to the shape-only best fit values are shown in Figures 71, and 72. Figure 73
shows the parameter correlations.
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Table V: Near Detector data fit results. Four parameter fits with NonQE scale are
shown in 2nd and 4th columns. 3rd and 5th columns show four parameter fit re-
sults with the MRES-scale. The minimum values of the χ2 are larger than degree of
freedom.
(I) (II) (III) (IV)
Fit configuration shape-only fit rate+shape fit
Q2 cut Q2 > 0.2 GeV2
MC 1.47233× 1020 pot
Data 1.27000× 1020 pot
Fit Result
Obs. Events 131505
Exp. Events 131093 131089 131270 130968
Obs/Exp Events 1.00314 1.00317 1.00179 1.00410
Eµ scale 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Eshw scale — — — —
Eshw offset [GeV] −0.0614 −0.0577 −0.0634 −0.0515
NonQE Background 0.985 — 1.051 —
MQELA scale 1.132 1.211 1.084 1.184
MRESA scale — 0.874 — 0.944
RES/DIS scale — — — —
χ2(Eν) N/A N/A 119.708 167.016
χ2(Q2) 41.1724 39.377 40.986 60.674
χ2(syst .) 1.596 2.033 2.634 1.201
χ2(total)/dof 42.768/16 41.411/16 163.328/37 228.890/37
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— Data Fit Result (I) —
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FIG. 62: Fit result (I) : the Eν and Q
2 distributions and data/MC ratios of the
shape-only fit to the data. Blue and red lines show nominal and best fit spectra.
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FIG. 63: Fit result (I) : the parameter ∆χ2 curves of the shape-only fit to the data.
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FIG. 64: Fit result (I) : the parameter correlation for the shape-only fit to the data.
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— Data Fit Result (III) —
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FIG. 65: Fit result (III) : the Eν and Q
2 distributions and data/MC ratios of the
shape+rate fit to the data. Blue and red lines are for the nominal and best fit spectra.
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FIG. 66: Fit result (III) : the parameter ∆χ2 curves of the shape+rate fit to the data.
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FIG. 67: Fit result (III) : the parameter correlation for the shape+rate fit to the
data.
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— Data Fit Result (II) —
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FIG. 68: Fit result (II) : the Eν and Q
2 distributions and data/MC ratios of the
shape-only fit to the data. Blue and red lines are for the nominal and best fit spectra.
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FIG. 69: Fit result (II) : the parameter ∆χ2 curves of the shape-only fit to the data.
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FIG. 70: Fit result (II) : the parameter correlation for the shape-only fit to the data.
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— Data Fit Result (IV) —
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FIG. 71: Fit result (IV) : the Eν and Q
2 distributions and data/MC ratios of the
shape+rate fit to the data. Blue and red lines are for the nominal and best fit spectra.
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FIG. 72: Fit result (IV) : the parameter ∆χ2 curves of the shape+rate fit to the data.
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FIG. 73: Fit result (IV) : the parameter correlation for the shape+rate fit to the data.
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APPENDIX E
OSCILLATION FIT
FD oscillation fit is tested for the far mock data set and constrained only in physical
region of sin2(2θ) ≤ 1.0. The mock data contains 65×1020 POT. It is generated with
the detector and cross section parameters, SKZP reweighted beam spectrum and the
oscillation parameters of sin2(2θ) = 0.950 and ∆m2 = 2.500 × 10−3 eV2. The fit
results are shown in Table VI.
Table VI: Far Detector oscillation mock data fit result. FD oscillation fit result for
65× 1020 pot mock data set using the shape+rate Near Detector fit result.
True Best Fit
sin2(2θ) 0.950 0.931± 0.0207
∆m2(×10−3) eV2 2.500 2.541± 0.0960
obs/exp events 1263.85/2178.44
χ2/dof 10.971/9
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FIG. 74: The oscillation contour, Eν distribution and data/MC ratio, and ∆χ
2 curves
of the oscillation fit to the mock data. The oscillation contour of the oscillation fit
to the mock data is shown in the top figure. Pink point indicates true values of
oscillation parameters. The Eν distribution and data/MC ratio of the oscillation fit
to the mock data are shown in the middle left and right figures. The ∆χ2 curves for
the ∆m2 and mixing angle are shown in the bottom left and right figures.
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